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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Epimorphisms and 
varieties of semigroups" studies the following question: 
"For which categories epis are onto?" This question has b(;en 
studied by Burgess for some famiUar categories such as the 
category of sets and by Gardner for the category of regular 
rings. 
In the present dissertation, we study the above question 
in the context of semigroup varieties by considering the 
following two questions : 
Q. (a) What are the absolutely closed varieties of semigroups? and 
Q. (b) What are the saturated varieties of semigroups? 
In both of the above classes, i.e. absolutely closed and 
saturated varieties of semigroups, epis are onto. 
The present exposition consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 contains preliminary notions, basic definitions 
and some fundamental results including the celeberated zigzag 
theorem (with proof) which are used to develop the theory in 
the subsequent chapters. 
In chapter 2, after some important examples of absolutely 
closed semigroups (with proofs), we answer Q.(a) completely 
and thus , determine all absolutely closed varieties of 
semigroups by finding a semigroup which is not absolutely 
closed. 
We then turn to Q. (b). Chapter.? 3, 4 and 5 are devoted 
[ i i ] 
to the solution of Q.(b). But determination of all saturated 
varieties of semigroups still remains an open problem. 
In chapter 3, we first get a necessary condition for a 
semigroup variety to be saturated. Then we determine all 
heterot3rpical saturated varieties and find some structural and 
lattice theoretic insight into heterotypical and saturated 
heterotypical varieties. 
Chapter 4 has been devoted to commutative varieties. We 
find all commutative saturated varieties and then some lattice 
theoretic insight into the lattice of all commutative saturated 
varieties of semigroups. 
In Chapter 5, first we extend the result "that 
commutativity is preserved under epis" to permutation identities 
to be used in the sequel. Then we get some consequences of 
permutation identities to be used to extend the results of 
chapter 4 to permutative varieties and determine all 
permutative saturated varieties of semigroups. Lastly we get 
some sufficient conditions on a homotypical variety to be a 
permutative variety and thus saturated. 
The definitions, examples and results in the text have 
been specified with double decimal system in chapters with 
sections while with single decimal system in others. For 
examples, theorem x.y.z refers to the zth theorem appearing in 
yth section of chapter x and theorem x.y refers to 3 ^ theorem 
of chapter x. Lastly equation x.y refers to equation y of 
chapter x. 
At the end, the list of references of literature consulted 
has been given. 
[ ill ] 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to collect some basic semigroup 
theoretic notions and resul ts with a view to make our 
dissertation as self contained as possible. Of course, the 
elementary knowledge of the algebraic concepts as groups, 
homomorphisms, monomorphisms etc. has been preasumed 
and no attempt will be made to discuss them here. Most of 
the material included in this chapter occurs in the standard 
hterature namely [6], [7], [31], [32] and [33]. 
1.1 In this section we begin with some basic definitions of 
semigroup theory, 
1.1.1 SEMIGROUP; A non-empty set S with a binary 
operation * which is associatwl is called a semigroup. 
a * b, for a, beS, will be denoted by ab. We shaU write 
a multiplicative semigroup as (S,.) or often simply as S. 
1.1.2 COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS: If a semigroup (S,.) has 
the additional property that (V x,y€S). 
xy = yx, 
we shall say that it is a commutative semigroup. 
1.1.3 REGULAR SEMIGROUP; Let S be a semigroup. An 
e lement a of S is r egu la r if the re exis ts x e S s u c h t h a t 
a = a x a . A s e m i g r o u p S is s a i d to be r e g u l a r if al l i t s 
elements are regular. 
1.1.4 UNION OF GROUPS; A semigroup S is called a union 
of g r o u p s if each of i t s e l e m e n t s is con ta ined in some 
subgroup of S. If a is an element of such a semigroup then 
aeG, a subgroup of S. If we denote the identity of G by e 
then within the group G, we have 
ea = ae = a, aa'^ = a'^a = e; 
1.1.5 BAND; By a band we mean a semigroup S in which 
every element is idempotent, i.e. a^ = a, V a e S . 
1.1.6 RECTANGULAR BAND; If I and A are non-empty sets, 
an associative multiplication can be defined on the cartesian 
product. 
I X A = {{X,\i) : Xel, \i e A} 
as follows 
Then (IxA, *) is a semigroup which is called a rectangular 
band. If |A | = 1 [ |I | = 1], then the rectangular band IxA is 
a left zero [right zero] semigroup. 
1.1.7 RIGHT [LEFT] NORMAL BAND; A band S is said to be 
right [left] normal band if abc = bac [abc = acb], V a,b,ceS. 
1.1.8 INVERSE SEMIGROUP; A semigroup S is called an 
i nve r se s e m i g r o u p if every a in S p o s s e s s e s a u n i q u e 
inverse, i.e. if there exists a unique element a'^ in S such 
that 
aa'^a = a, a'^aa"^ = a'^ 
Such a semigroup is certeiinly regular, but not every regular 
semigroup is an inverse semigroup : a rectangular band is 
an obvious example as every element is an inverse of every 
other element. 
1.1.9 DIRECT PRODUCT; If S and T are semigroups, the 
cartesion product S x T becomes a semigroup if we define 
(s,t) (s',f) = (ss', tf) 
we shall refer to this semigroup as the direct product oJ' S 
and T. 
1.1.10 EQUIVALENCE RELATION; A relation p on a set X 
is called an equivalence relation if it is reflexive, symmetric 
and transitive. If p is an equivalence relation on X then 
dom (p) 3 dom ( I J = X, ran (p) a ran (1^) = X 
and so dom (p) = ran (p) = X. 
1.1.11 ELEMENTARY R-TRANSITIONt Let R be a relation 
on a semigroup S. If c, d e S are such that 
c = xpy, d = xqy 
for some x, y in S^, where either (p,q)€R or (q,p)eR, we say 
that c is connected to d by an elementary R-transition, 
fS if S has 1 
where S 1 - i 
S u {!}, otherwise 
1.1.12 RIGHT fLEFT] SIMPLE SEMIGROUP; A semigroup S 
is right [left] simple if aS=S [Sa=S] for all aeS . A global 
definition of a group, often utilized in semigroup theory, is 
that of a semigroup which is both left and right simple. One 
might therefore expect right simple semigroups to resemble 
groups. The classical result along these lines is that the 
following are equivalent : 
(i) S is right simple and left cancellative; 
(ii) S is right simple with at least one idempotent; 
(iii) S is isomorphic to GxR, where G is a group and R is a 
right zero-semigroup (i.e. xy = y for all x, ysR). 
This characterisation of these semigroups, known as right 
groups is given in Clifford and Preston vol. 1[6]. 
1.1.13 ^ and dt relations; 
If a is an element of a semigroup S, the smallest left 
[right] ideal containing a is Sa U {a} [{a} ^ aS] denoted by 
S^a [aS^], and which we call principal left [right] ideal 
generated by a. 
Green's relation 5? on S ( ^ on S) is then defined by, 
that a ^ o S^a = S^b 
<=> 3 X, yeS^ such that a = xb and b = ya. 
Dually 
a ^ b <» aSi = bSi 
<=>3 X, yeS^ such that a = bx and b = ay. 
1.1.14 @-Class; Each S-class in a semigroup is a union of 
cS^-classes and also a union of ^-classes. The intersection of 
i?'-class and ^-class is either empty or is an f^i'^ class. In 
fact, by the very definition of S), 
a g)b <::> P^ ri Lj, i^ ^ 
Where L^ [RJ, for any aeS is the SS{0i) class of a. 
1.1.15 GLOBALLY IDEMPOTENT; A semigroup S is globally 
idempotent if for every aeS there exist x, yeS such that 
a=xy, that is, if S=S^. For example every regular semigroup 
is globally idempotent. 
1.2 In this section after the preliminary definitions we have 
given some important theorems and Results to be used in 
subsequent chapters including the celeberated zigzag theorem 
due to Isbell. The importance of this theorem to the present 
dissertation has prompted us to include a full proof of this 
theorem, although the proof can be found in the introductory 
text Howie (1976). 
1.2.1 VARIETIES; 
Let C be a class of algebras, all of the same type (in 
the sense of Gratzer [19]). Let F be the set of operations 
defined on the algebra in C. Let (x. : ieN} be a countable 
set (where N denotes the set of all positive integers). A word 
in the variables x- (ieN) is defined as follows : 
(a) every variable x- (ieN) is a word; 
(b) if a is the symbol of a nullary operation from F, than a 
is a word; 
(c) If y^ y2,....,yj^ are words and f is an n-ary operation 
from F, then f(yj, y2,----,yn) is also a word; 
(d) Words are those and only those objects which we get 
from (a), (b) and (c) in a finite number of steps. 
Let C, F and {x- : ieN} be as above. An identify is a 
pair (u,v) where u and v are words in the variables x^  (ieN). 
The identity (u,v) is usually written as 
u = V. 
Often we use variables other than x. (ieN); for example, the 
identity x^x^ = X2Xj will be written as xy = yx. 
We say that an algebra A from C satisfies the identity 
u=v if for every substitution of the variables in u and v by 
elements of A, the resulting elements in A are equal. 
A set of identi t ies (u- = v. : iel} implies a set of 
identities {n'- = v'j : jeJ} if every algebra in C satisfying all 
u- = v. also satisfies u'- = v'., and the two sets of identities 
are equivalent if the converse also holds. 
The class of algebras of a certain fixed type satisfj'ing a 
given set of identities {u- = v. : iel} is called the variety 
determined by the set of identities (u- = v^ : iel}. 
The following theorem is due to G. Birkhoff. 
1.2.2 THEOREM; (Theorem IV. 3.1 of [10]). Let C be a class 
of algebras, all of the same type. Then C is a variety if and 
only if C is closed under the taking of subalgebras, direct 
products and homomorphic images. 
Let {A. : iel} be a family of algebras, all of the same 
type. Let B be the direct product of the family, and let A be 
a subalgebra of B. Then A is called a sub-direct product of 
the family (A- : iel} if the projections from A to the A. (iel) 
are surjective. 
1.2.3 THEOREM; (Corollary iv. 3.6 of [10]). Let C be a class 
of algebras, all of the same type. Then C is a variety if and 
only if C is closed under the taking of subdirect products 
and homomorphic images. 
Let u be any word. The content of u is the (necessarily 
finite) set of all distinct variables appearing in u, and will 
be denoted by C(u). Further for einy variable x of u, | x | ^ 
will denote the number of occurence of the variable x in the 
word u. 
An identity u(Xj, X2,...,xJ = v(Xj, X2,...,xJ is called 
homotypical if C(u) = C(v) £ind heterotypical if C(u)?^C(v). 
By a permutation identity in the variables x^, X2,...,x^ 
(n>2) we mean an identity 
X.Xr, X„ = X- X. . . . X . (1 ) 
1 2 n i j 12 iji ^ ' 
where (i^, i2, ,!„) is a permuta t ion of the sequence 
(1.2,..,n). 
The identities 
(C) Commutativity, xy = yx, 
(LN) left normality, x^ XgXg = x^ XgXg, 
(RN) right normality, x^ XgXg = X2XJX3, 
(N) normality, x^ X2X3X4 = x^ X3X2X4, 
are all permutation identities. 
The identi ty (1) is said to be nontrivial if the 
permutation (ipi2,...,ij of the sequence (l,2,...,n) is different 
from the identity permutation. 
1.2.4 EPIMORPHISMS AND DOMINIONS; 
Let C be the category of all semigroups and let U be a 
subsemigroup of a semigroup S in C. We say tha t U 
dominates an element d of S if for every semigroup TeC and 
for all homomorphisms p, y: S^T, such that up=uy for all 
ueU impHes dp = dy. The set of all elements dominated by 
U is called the dominion of U in S and we denote it by 
Dom -^. (U,S). It can be easily seen that Dom^^ , (U,S) is a 
subsemigroup of S containing U. In what follows, if C is 
the category of all semigroups, Dom^ (U,S) will be denoted 
by Dom (U,S). 
1.2.5 RESULT; (IsbeU's Zigzag Theorem, [41], Theorem 2.3): 
Let U be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 
deS. Then deDom (U,S) if and only if deU or there exists a 
series of factorizations of d as follows : 
where m>l, u-eU, Xpy^eS with Uo=XiUi, "U2i.iyi=U2iyi+i, 
^i^Qi = ^i+i^2i+i ( l< i<m- l ) (2) 
a n d U2^ . iy^ = U2^. 
Such a series of factorizations is called a zigzag in S over U 
with value d, length m and spine u^, Uj,...,U2ni. 
This result is so important for our purposes that we 
include a full proof, although this proof can also be found 
in the introductory text Howie (1976). 
The proof in the reverse direction is jus t a straight 
forward zigzag manipulation. Suppose z is a zigzag with 
value d in S over U and that a, P: S->T gire two semigroup 
morphisms such that a |U = p|U. Then 
da =(Uoyi)a=(Uoa)(yia) = (Uopjly^a) = {(XiUi)P}yia=(Xi3)(Uip) (y^a) 
=XiPUiayia = x^pfu^yja = x^^\ir^y2)a =...=x^ Kni-iym)« 
=XniPu2^a = x^pU2^P= (x^U2^)P = dp as required. 
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The proof of the converse par t is more formidable and 
is momentar i ly delayed. To give the reader a little more 
feeling for zigzag m a n i p u l a t i o n we inc lude the following 
surprising fact. 
1.2.6 PROPOSITION; (Howie and Isbell [33]): Let z be a 
zigzag in S over U with value d and spine UQ, UJ,...,U2JU. Let 
z' be a zigzag in S over U with the same spine. Then :he 
value of z' is also d. 
Two such zigzags are therefore called equivalent. 
PROOF. Suppose z is given by Uoy^ = x^u^y^ ="-=Xj^ ^2^,, 
whi le z' is given by u^y^'=x^'Uiyi ' = ...=x^'U2jj,, wi th the 
appropriate zigzag equalities, as given by Result 1.2.5 holding 
for bo th . Then we have d = Ugy^ = x'^u^y^^ = x'^U2y2 = 
x'sUgYs = x'2U4y3 = x'^u^y^ =" .=x '^U2^. iy^=x '^ U2^ = the 
value of z', as required. 
We now prepare for a proof of the zigzag theorem. If M 
is a set and S is a semigroup with identity 1, we say that 
M is a right S-system if there is a mapping (x,s)->xs from 
M X S into S such that (xs)t = x(st) (xeM, s,t6S) and x l = 
x(xeM). A left S-system is defined dually. If S and T are 
semigroups with identity, we say that M is an (S,T)-bisystem 
if it is a left S-system, a right T-system and if for all seS , 
11 
teT and xeM, (sx)t = s(xt). 
If M is a right S-system and N a left S-system, let x be 
the equivalence relation on MxN generated by {((xs,y), (x,sy)): 
xeM, seS , yeN}. We denote (MXN)/T by M®gN, the tensor 
product over S of the two S-systems. The equivalence class 
(x, y)x will be denoted by x®y. Note that xs®y =x®sy (xeM, 
seS, yeN). 
Observe that if M is a {T,S)-bisystem and N is an (S,U)-
bisystem, then M®gN becomes a (T,U)-bisystem if we define 
t(x(S)y) = tx®y, (x®y)u = x®ya for teT, ueU, x®yeM®gN. 
If P and Q are right S-systems, we say that a map 
a:P->Q is a right S-system morphism if for every x in P and 
s in S, (xs)a=(xa)S. Similar definitions apply to left S-systems 
and (S,T)-bisystems. 
Next, suppose that U is a subsemigroup of a semigroup 
S and let S^ '^ be the semigroup obtained from S by 
adjoining an identity element 1 whether it has one or not, 
and let U<^ ' = U u {1}; then U<^ ' is a subsemigroup of S^ '^. 
Clearly we may form A = S^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ S^^ '. 
1.2.7 THEOREM; ([31], Ch. 7, Theorem 2.5): If U is a 
subsemigroup of a semigroup S and if deS, then deDom(U,S) 
if and only i fd®l = l ( 8 ) d i n A = S^ '^®u^ '^S<^ >. 
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PROOF. Suppose that deS and d®l = l®d in A. The tensor 
product A is (S^^' ® S^^')/T, where x is the equivalence 
relation on S^ '^ x s'^' generated by 
T = {(xu, y), (x,uy); x.yeS^^', ueU^^'}. 
Let R be a semigroup and let P: S^R, y: S->R be 
morphisms coinciding of U. We can regard p and y as 
morphisms from S'^' into R(^ ' coinciding on U^ )^ by defining 
lp=ly=l. Define \\i:S^^^ x S(i)^R(i) 
(X, y)M; = (xP) (yy) ((x, y)eS(i) x SW, 
It is easily checked that Tc^O^-^ and hence Tc^O^-^ since 
^04^"^ is an equivalence relation. Hence the map x*A-)-R^^ ' 
defined by (x®y)x = (xP)(yy) (x®yeA) is indeed well-defined. 
But now (d(S)l)x = (l®d)x; that is dp=dy and so deDom 
(U,S). 
To prove the converse we regard the tensor product A 
as an (S^ '^, S'^ ') - bisystem by defining 
s(x®y) = sx(8)y, (x®y)s = x®ys (s, x, yeS^^^). 
Let (Z(A),+) be the free abelian group on A. The abelian 
group Z(A) inherits an (S^ '^, S^^')-bisystem structure from A if 
we define. 
s(Zz.ai) = ZZi (Sa^), (Izjails = Ez.(aiS) 
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for all seS(^) and IZia.eZ(A). Observe tha t for any x,y6Z(A) 
and seS^^) we have 
s(x+y) = sx + sy, (x+y)s = xs+ys. (3) 
Next, we define a binary operation on S^ '^ x Z(A) by 
(p,x)(q,y) = (pq, py+xq). (4) 
Using the statements labelled (3) and (4), one varifies that this 
operation makes s'^' x Z(A) is a semigroup with identity (1,0). 
We now consider two homomorphicms P and y from S'^ ) 
into S(i) X z(A) and show tha t p | U = Y | U . We define p by 
sp = (s,0) (seSl^)). Clearly p is a morphism. We define y by 
sy = (s, s ( l ® l ) - ( l ® l ) s ) (seS^^'). To s h o w t h a t y is a 
morphism, we denote 1<2)1 by a and, using the s ta tements 
(3) and (4) we verify that (s, sa-as) (t, ta-at) = (st, s(ta-at) + 
(sa-as) t) = (st, (st)a - a(st)). 
If ueU^^', then 
u( l®l) = U01 = l u ® l = l ® u l = ( l®l)u 
and so up = uy. Removing identities gives two morphisms p 
and y from S into S'^ ^ ® Z(A) such that up = uy for all u in 
U. If deDom(U,S) we must therefore have that dp = dy, that 
is d®l = l®d as required. 
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We may now complete the proof of the zigzag Theorem. 
Take any deDom (U,S). By Theorem 1.2.7 we have that 
d®l=l®d in the tensor product A=S^ '^0 WS^^K Hence the pair 
(l,d) and (d,l) are connected by a finite sequence of steps of 
the form 
(xu,y)-^(x,uy) (5) 
or of the form 
(x, uy)->(xu,y). (6) 
If we have two successive steps 
(xu, y)^(x, uy) = (zv, uy)^(z, vuy) 
of the first type we may achieve the same effect with a 
single step of this type: 
(xu,y) = (zvu,y)-^(z, vuy). 
A similar remark appUes to the other case. Consequently we 
may assume that steps of the two t)rpes occur alternately in 
the sequence connecting (l,d) to (d,l). 
The first and last steps must have the form 
(l,d) = (l,uy)->(u,y) and (x,u)->(xu,l) = (d,l) respectively. 
Hence the statement that d®l = l(S)d is equivalent to 
the statement that (l,d) is connected to (d,l) by a sequence 
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of s t e p s a s follows : 
(14) = i . ^ o y i ) - > K ' yi) 
^ 1 ^ 1 , yi)->(xi, UiYi) 
x i , U2y2)->(XiU2, Ya) 
XiUsi-p yi)-^(Xi, U2i.iyi) 
^i, u2iyi+i)-^(Xi^2i' yi+i) 
^xn' ^2m)->(Xm^2m' 1) = l^'^) 
where Uo,...,U2^eU(^', Xi,. . . ,x^,yj, . . . ,y^€S^^', a n d where d=Uoyp 
Uo=XiUi, U2i.iyi = U2iyi+i, XiU2i=Xi^iU2i+i ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m- l ) , Ua^ . jy^ 
= U2m' ^mU2m == d' 
W i t h o u t loss we m a y a s s u m e t h a t e a c h u^eU, s ince a 
t r ans i t ion of type (5) or (6) wi th u = l may be deleted. If any 
x.= l , Let Xj, be t h e l a s t x^ t h a t i s e q u a l to 1, T h u s we 
have a s u b s e q u e n c e of t he s e q u e n c e above a s follows: 
( l , d ) -> . . . ^ ( 1 , U2i,yk+i) ( b u t e n d i n g i n (l,U2jn) if 
k=m). 
Note t h a t if (p,q) a n d (r, s) a re c o n n e c t e d by s t e p s of 
t he form (5) a n d (6) t h e n p q = r s . In t he p r e s e n t i n s t a n c e 
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this gives d = U2ijy2k+i (or d = Ugj^ ); hence this subsequence 
merely connects (l,d) to (l,d) and so may be deleted. What 
remains is a sequence in which no x. is 1. 
A dual argument now ensures that we may construct a 
s e q u e n c e from ( l ,d ) to (d , l ) so t h a t no y- is 1. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK 1: The above zigzag theorem is also vahd in the 
category of all commutat ive semigroups (Howie and Isbell 
[33]). 
1.2 .8 RESULT; ([47], Resu l t 4) : Let U a n d S be any 
semigroups with U a subsemigroup of S and Dom (U,S)=S. 
Then for einy d e S y u and any positive integer k, there exist 
a^, a.2,...,a^.eU a n d dj^eS\U s u c h t h a t d=aja2...ajjdjj.. In 
particular deS for each positive integer k. 
PROOF. Since deSyU and Dom (U,S) = S, by Result 1.2.5, 
there exist a^eU, d jeS \U such that d = a^d^. Applying again 
Result 1.2.5, but this time to d^, we get d=a^a2d2 for some 
a2eU a n d d 2 e S \ U . Cont inu ing th i s p rocess gives u s the 
required result. 
1 .2 .9 RESULT; ([47], R e s u l t 3): Let U a n d S be any 
semigroups with U a subsemigroup of S. Take any de£i\U 
such tha t deDom (U,S). Let (1.2) be a zigzag of shor tes t 
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possible length m over U with value d. Then t , y.€S\U, for 
j = 1, 2,...,m. 
PROOF. Since deSyU, obviously tj^gS\U. So, let us suppose 
to the contrary that tj^ eU for some k€{2, 3,...,m}, 
Then 
d = aotp ao = y^a^ 
yi^ai = Yi+iasi+P a2i.iti = a^-t.^^^ (i=l,2,...,k-2) 
^2k-3Vl " ^2k-2^k^U' yk-l(^ 2k-2*k) " ^' 
is a zigzag of length k-l<m, a contradiction as required. 
In the following result as another application of the 
zigzag theorem, we show that Dominion of a commutative 
semigroup is commutative, the result due to Isbell [41]. An 
elegant proof of the corresponding fact for rings using the 
zigzag theorem for Rings can be found in Bulazewska and 
Krempa [5]. 
1.2.10 RESULT; ([41], CoroUary 2.5). If U is a commutative 
subsemigroup of any semigroup S, then Dom (U,S) is also 
commutative. 
PROOF. Let de dom (U, S) and let z be a zigzag with value 
d. Let ueU. Then ud = uu^y^ = Uf^ uy^  = x^u^uy^ = x^uu^y^ 
XiUU2y2 ••=...= x^u2^.iuy^ = x^uus^.^y^ = x^uua^ = du. 
Hence every element of U commutes with every element 
of dom (U,S). It r e m a i n s to show t h a t if d a n d d' a re 
members of dom (U,S) then dd' = d'd. Once again take the 
zigzag z for d. Since d' commutes with all members of the 
spine of z, the manipulation above can now be repeated to 
yield the conclusion that dom (U,S) is commuatative. 
A morphism a:A-^B from A to B in the category C of 
all semigroups is called an epimorphism (epi for short) if for 
all ceC and for all morphism p,y:B->C, aP=aY implies p=y. 
The following facts can be easily proved. A morhism a:S->T 
is epi if and only if the inclusion mapping i : Sa-»T is epi, 
and an inclusion mapping i: U->S is epi if and only if Dom 
(U,S)=S. 
In s u c h a c a s e we say t h a t U is e p i m o r p h i c a l l y 
embedded in S or S is an epimorphic extension of U. It is 
easy to see tha t every onto morphism is a n epimorphism, 
but the converse is not true in general in the category of all 
semigroups. 
An example of a semigroup epimorphism (epi for short) 
wh ich is no t onto a p p e a r s in Drbohlav [11]. Take tne 
embedding i of the real interval (0,1] into (0,oo), where both 
are cons idered as mult ipl icat ive semigroups . To see tha t 
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i : (0,l]->(0,oo) is epi, take any pair of homomorphisms a, p 
from (0,oo) such tJiat ia = ip : that is a and 3 agree on (0,1]-
We shal l show tha t for any x > l , xa = x3 by employing a 
"zigzag" argument. Let x> l . Then 
[(x)a. ( l / x )a l (x)p = ( l )a . (x)p 
= (l)p. (x)P 
= x(P). 
Equally though, since l / x < l , 
l(x)a.(l/x)a](x)P = (x)a [(l/x)a.(x)P] 
= (x)a [(l/x)P.(x)p] 
= (x)a. (1)P 
= (x)a.(l)a 
= (x)a . 
Therefore a = P and so i is epi. 
The embedding of an infinite cyclic semigroup into an infinite 
cyclic group, and the embedding (under multiplication) of the 
natural numbers into the positive rational numbers Eire other 
e x a m p l e s of e p i m o r p h i s m s w h i c h a r e n o t o n t o . More 
g e n e r a l l y Hal l [35], h a s n o t e d t h a t if U is a full 
subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup S, which generates S 
as an inverse semigroup, then the embedding of U in S is 
a n e p i m o r p h i s m . This obse rva t ion unif ies all t he above 
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examples and shows that they are essentially the one and 
same. The paucity of exgimples other than of this kind was 
one of the main difficulties encountered in this work. 
Whether or not epis are onto depends on the category under 
consideration. They are onto, in the categories of sets, Abelian 
groups, Groups and regular rings for instance. The proofs are 
respectively trivial, easy and hard (Burgess [4]). In other categories 
the converse is false, although a simple alternative description is 
sometime available, notably for the categories of fields and Torsion 
free Abelian Groups (Biugess [4]). 
In general epimorphisms are not onto in the categories 
of Rings and of semigroups : here epimorphisms can be 
character ised in terms of so called "zigzag", a special 
sequence of factorizations of the elements in the epimorphic 
image. Since the epimorphism question may be asked for 
any concrete category, it has been studied in disparate 
realims of mathematics. In this dissertation we shall work in 
the category of semigroups, and within that context our 
main problem will be that of finding the semigroup varieties 
for which the epimorphisms are onto. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ABSOLUTELY CLOSED 
SEMIGROUPS AND VARIETIES OF 
SEMIGROUPS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION; 
In this chapter after some important examples of 
absolutely closed semigroups (with proofs), we completely 
determine the absolutely closed varieties of semigroups, 
the classes of semigroup for which epis are onto and thus 
partially answering our general question of determining 
semigroups varieties for which epis are onto. This chapter 
has been divided into two sections. 
2.2 ABSOLUTELY CLOSED SEMIGROUPS; 
A subsemigroup U of a semigroup S is closed in S if 
Dom (U,S) = U. A semigroup U is called absolutely closed 
if U is closed in every containing semigroup S. 
Two zigzags in a semigroup B over a subsemigroup A 
will be called equivalent if they have the same spine. Two 
such zigzags must in fact have the same value; for if 
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^2M^i ^ 2 i V l ' ^i^2i ~ ^i+1^2i+l (^  ~ •'-' 2 , . . . , m - 1 ) , 
^2in-l^m "" ^2m' ^ni^2m ^ ^ ' (1) 
is a zigzag equivalent to the zigzag (1.2), then 
d = aoYi = Xiaiyi=Xia2y2 = Xaagja =... = x^a2^ - d'. 
A zigzag (1.2) will be called left-inner if x^, X2,...,Xjj^€A, 
Clearly in such a case d = x^agj^eA. A useful notion in 
the investigation of absolutely closed semigroups is that of 
a left isolated semigroup, that is, a semigroup A with the 
p rope r ty t h a t any zigzag over it (in any con ta in ing 
semigroup B) is equivalent to a left-inner zigzag. 
2.2.1 LEMMA; Right-isolated semigroups are absolutely 
closed. 
It turns out to be fairly easy to show that certain 
classes of semigroups are right-isoalted : hence by the 
lemma they are absolutely closed. Much of this discussion 
is not symmetric, though it is the case that, the left-right 
duals of these results also hold. 
First, consider a right-simple semigroup, that is, a 
semigroup A in which for every a, b in A there exists a 
solution in A of the equation ax = b. Any zigzag (1.2) 
over A is equivalent to a right-inner zigzag (1), where ti=yi 
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for all i, x^ is any solution in A of the equat ion xa^=aQ, 
x^ is any solution in A of xaQ=x^a2, and so on. Thus we 
have. 
2 . 2 . 2 THEOREM; ([31], Ch. 7, Theorem 2 .14) : Inverse 
semigroups are absolutely closed. 
PROOF. Let U be a n inverse semigroup a n d let S be a 
semigroup containing U as a subsemigroup. If deDom (U,S) 
then there exists a zigzag (1.2) in S over U with value d. The 
method of proof is to show t h a t the zigzag (1.2) can be 
replaced by a zigzag 
d = U g y p UQ = z^u^ , 
^2 i - iy i = UsiYi+i, ZiU2i = Zi+i^2i+i (i = l , . . . , n i - l ) 
Usm-iym = U2m. Zin^2m = ^ (2) 
which is left inner, i.e. for which z^,...,z^ all belong to U. 
From this it immediately follows tha t d = z^^Ugj^eU. 
In defining the elements z^,...,z^, it is convenient to 
begin by defining elements Vj,...,v^ in U as follows: 
Vi = u f i , v.^^ = VjUji u'2i+i (i = 1,..., m-1). 
Now de f ine z. = UQV. (i = 1 , . . . , m ) . The e l e m e n t s z. 
evidently all belong to U. 
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Also, 
and so the top r igh t -hand equali ty of (2) is satisfied. To 
show t h a t the other equali t ies hold, it is helpful first to 
prove by induct ion tha t 
z. = x.v.-'^v. (i = l , . . . ,m). (3) 
This is obvious for i = 1, If we a s sume it for i = r, then 
Zr+l = U Q V I = ^ l o V r ^ l 2 r U V l 
= ZrU2ru\+i = x^v/ iv^U2ru\+i (by hypothesis) 
= X^ ( V / I v j (Mr^^ul) U 2 , u \ ^ i 
=X,U2,U-l2rV/^ V, U2 , U-l2r+i 
(by commuting idempotents) 
= x^^i U2,+iU2,-i v / i v^U2X2r+i (F^om cq^ . (1.2)) 
•'^r+l '^ 1+1 ^ r + l » 
exactly as required. It now follows that for i = 1,..., m - 1 , 
^1^21 = XiVfl ViU2i 
Xi (Vi-'v.) ( U 2 i U - y U2i 
= ^i ^21 ^ 2 1 " ' V ' V i U 2 i 
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Xi+lU2i+iU2i-^V.-lViU2i 
= Xi+1 ^21+1 ( < . i U 2 i + i ) (Ua^v . - i y U2i) 
= Xi^lU2i+lU2i'^V.-l Vi U2i U ;^,^  U2i+i 
= X.^i V-\^i V l ^ 2 i + 1 
^i+1^2i+l-
It remains to verify the final equality in (2). This is 
now immediate, since 
d = Uoy^ = Zj^ u^yi = Z2U3yi = ZgU^ys^...^ z^U2^.iy^ 
2 .2 .3 THEOREM; (Howie and Isbell [33]): Right simple 
semigroups are absolutely closed. 
PROOF. Let U be a right simple sub-semigroup of S. Let 
z be a zigzag in S over U as in Result 1.2.5. Since U is 
right simple, any equation of the form a = bx (a,beU) is 
solvable in U. Hence we can cons t ruc t a r ight inner 
zigzag equivalent to z by replacing y^, y2,...,ym by t^, 
^2'-- ' ^m^U found in accordance with the equations; 
^2m ^ ^ 2 m - l ^m' ^2m-2^m "^  ^2m-3^m-l ' ^ 2 0 1 - 4 ^ 2 ^ ^2m-5^m-3'••• ' 
Ugtg = u^t^. Therefore U is r igh t - i so la ted and so is 
absolutely closed. 
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We n o w give a n e x a m p l e of a four e l e m e n t r igh t 
n o r m a l b a n d which is no t c losed in a s e m i g r o u p t h a t 
conta ins seven elements . 
2 . 2 . 4 EXAMPLE; Let Tg deno te the full t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
semigroup on {1, 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6}. We denote a pa r t i cu la r 
m e m b e r of Tg by a l i s t of t h e i m a g e s of t h e d o m a i n 
elements : for example ( 1 1 3 4 4 6) represents the map 
1-^1, 2 - ^ 1 , 3->3, etc. 
Let S be the subsemigroup of Tg generated by the maps 
a i = (l 1 1 4 4 4), a2=(l 1 3 4 4 6), a3=(2 2 3 5 5 6 ) , 
X = (3 3 3 6 6 6) a n d y = (3 2 3 6 5 6). Let U be a 
subsemigroup of S generated by {a ,^ a2; a^. The multiplication 
table for S is given below. 
• 
ai 
^1^3 
^2 
^3 
X 
y 
ya2 
ai 
^1 
^1 
^1 
ai 
ai 
^1 
^1 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^1^3 
^2 
ai 
ai 
as 
a2 
X 
ya2 
yas 
as 
aias 
a^ag 
as 
as 
X 
y 
y 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
y 
X 
aias 
X 
as 
X 
y 
X 
ya2 
X 
ai 
X 
a2 
X 
ya2 
X 
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The semigroup U = (a^, a.^, a.^, a^ag) is a r ight 
normal subband of S (a band that satisfies the identity 
xyz = yxz). Furthermore xeDom (U,S)\U since the following 
is a zigzag in S over U with value x : 
X = aj^ y » xaj^ y = xagy = xagy = xa. 
and 
a^  = xa^ a^y = agy, xag = xa^, agy = ag. 
This example, together with its dual, shows that the 
varieties of right normal bands and of left normal bands are 
not absolutely closed. The containing semigroup in this example 
is regulEir : indeed ya2 is the only non-idempotent and it has 
ag as an inverse. The first four rows of the table contain no y 
or ya2, so no zigzags in S over U exists for these elements, 
whence Dom (U,S) = U u {x}, as indicated in the table. 
The S^-class pictures for S and U are respectively; 
and 
U a. 
a. a^ag 
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with the cross-hatching indicating the idempotents of S. 
It is worth mentioning tha t this example was not 
found by entirely adhoc methods, but using the same 
t e c h n i q u e as was used to find the a n o t h e r coun te r 
examples. One begins with the free right normal band on 
{a^, a2,...,a5} and adjoins two more genrators x and y 
subject to the relations 
a J = xa2, agy = a3y, xa3 = xa^ and a^y = a^. 
This gives a prima facae example of a right normal 
band which is not closed, as it contains a^y as a member 
of i ts dominion . One t hen h a s to contr ive a word 
a rgument to show tha t , s t a r t ing from a^ y^ and us ing 
elementary transit ions provided by the zigzag equalities 
and the right normality of {a ,^ a^f'^^s)* it is impossible to 
ever reach a product devoid of x's or y's. This was done, 
and the next s tep in opt imising the example was to 
impose as many other relations as possible on the right 
normal band, without interfering with the validity of the 
word argument. By this method it was eventually proved 
t h a t the r ight normal band U, given in the ©-class 
picture above was not absolutely closed. 
2.2.5 LEMMA (Well known): A semigroup variety consists 
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entirely of semilattice of groups if and only if it is a 
subvgiriety of a variety of the form [x = x^ "^ **, x^ y*^  = y"x", 
some n>l] . A semigroup variety consists entirely of right 
(respectively left) groups if and only if it is a subvariety 
of a variety of the form [x = x^"^", x"y = y, some n>l] 
(respectively [x = x "^^ ", yx^ = y, some n >1]). 
PROOF. Let V be a var ie ty cons i s t ing ent i re ly of 
semilattices of groups. Then V contains no two element 
null semigroup, which satisfies all identities except those 
for which one side consists of a single variable x. Any 
such identity implies an identity of the kind x = x^ "*"" for 
some n> l . Since each SeV is an inverse semigroup the 
commuting of idempotents ensures that S also satisfies 
j^ nyii = ytixn. Convcrscly the variety [x = x^ "^ ,^ x*^ y^  = y*^ x*^ ] 
c o n s i s t s ent i re ly of u n i o n s of g roups which are 
semilattices of completely simple semigroups. The second 
identity ensures that these completely simple semigroups 
are inverse semigroups, and so are groups. 
To prove the second s ta tement Let V be a variety 
consist ing entirely of right groups. Then, as before, V 
must admit an identity of the form x = x^ "^ ^ for some 
n > l . Since each idempotent of a right group is a left 
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i den t i ty , V m u s t also admi t the iden t i ty x'^y = y. 
Conversely, any member S of the variety [x = x^ "^ "^ , x^^y=y, 
Some n>l] contains an idempotent (because of the first 
identity), and is right simple (because of the second). 
Therefore S is a r ight g roup . The dua l s t a t e m e n t is 
proved dually. 
2.2.6 THE SEMIGROUP OF TRANSFORMATIONS; 
Take any set X and put U = T^, the semigroup of all 
total transformations of X, with composition being from 
left to right, i.e. x(fg) = (xf}g for all xeX, f.geT^. Let S be 
any semigroup containing U as a subsemigroup. 
For each xeX we denote by [x] the constant function 
on X with range {x}, and for each seS we define (t)(s)eU 
as follows : for all xeX, 
'V([x] s) if [x]s6U 
X ({)(S) = < 
<p otherwise, 
where p is any fixed element of X (note that if [x]seU 
then [x]s is a constant map on X (since [x]s = [x][x]s) and 
tha t then v([x]s), the range of [x]s, denotes also the 
element in the set v([x]s)). In general, the map (t):S->U is 
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not a morphism, bu t we do have the following resul t (of 
course <l)(u) = u for each ueU) . 
2 .2 .7 THEOREM; ([35], Theorem 3.1): (i) For any u ,veU, 
t e s , u=vt implies u = v^(t). 
(ii) For any u.veU, s , t eS , u s = vt implies U(j)(s) = v(})(t). 
PROOF, (i) Statement (i) can be proved from s ta tement (ii) 
simply by assuming, without loss of generality, that S has an 
identity element 1, for then ^1) is the identity function on X; 
however we give a direct proof because of its simplicity. 
From u = vt we have, for any xeX, tha t 
[xv] t = ([x]v)t = [x](vt) = [xJueU 
so, by the definition of (j)(t), 
X (V(t,(t)) = (XV) (t) (t) 
= V([xv]t) 
= V([x]u) 
= V[xu] 
= xu. 
Hence v(j)(t) = u as required. 
(ii) From u s = vt we have , for any xeX, [x]us = [x]vt 
whence [xu]s = [xv]t. Thus 
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V([xu]s) 
X(U(|)(S)) = (XU)<J)(S) =< 
V([xv]t) 
= < 
V 
if [xuJseU 
otherwise 
if [xv]t6U 
otherwise 
= (xv)(|,(t) = x(v<},(t)) 
and so U(j)(s) = v^(t) as required. 
2 . 2 . 8 COROLLARY! (Sche ib l i ch a n d Moore [66]). The 
semigroup T^ ^ of total t ransformations of a set X is right-
isolated. In par t icular , T-^ is absolutely closed. 
2.2.9 THE SEMIGROUP OF PARTIAL TRANSFORMATIONS; 
Here we let U = PT^, t h e s e m i g r o u p of al l p a r t i a l 
t ransformat ions of any set X, and again we take S to be 
any semigroup containing U as a subsemigroup, for each 
s e S we define \|7(s)eU as follows : For any xeX, 
V([x]s) if [x]seU 
x\)y(s)= < 
undefined otherwise. 
Note t h a t if [x]s = (j), the empty se t or t r ans fo rma t ion , 
which is the zero element of U = PTj^, then x\|/(s) = V([x]s) 
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=V(t)=(t), m e a n i n g j u s t t h a t xv|/(s) is undef ined , a s in the 
'otherwise' case. Hence \i;(u) = u for all u e U (for here we 
h a v e t h a t if [x]seU t h e n [x]s=(t) or [x]s is a c o n s t a n t 
func t ion with doma in X). The domain of v|/(s), for each 
s e S , is t h u s given by 
Av|/(s) = (xeX : [x]seU, [x]s?t(()}. 
2 . 2 . 1 0 THEOREM ; ([35], Theorem 4.3): 
(i) For any u,V€U, t e S , u=vt implies u =v\j/(t). 
(ii) For any u,veU, s , t€S, u s = vt implies uv|/(s) = vv|/(t). 
PROOF, (i) Aga in s a t e m e n t (i) fo l lows e a s i l y from 
s ta tement (ii). 
(ii) from u s = vt we have first of all t ha t 
A(u\|/(s)) = {xeX : xeAu, xueA\|/(s)} 
= {xeX : xeAu, [xu] seU, [xuJsTtcj)} 
= {xeX : [x] u seU, [x]us9i(|)} 
7^  (xeX : [x] vteU [x]vt = ^] 
= A(vM/(t)), 
and secondly , for any e lement X6A(u\|/(s)) = A(vv|/(t)), we 
have tha t 
xu\|;(s) = V([xu]s) 
= V([x]us) 
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= V([xlvt) 
= V([xv]t) 
= XV\|/(t), 
which gives us that uvj/(s) = v\|/(t), as required. 
For an alternative proof, we can take an dement pgX and 
put 
U = { feT^^^j : pf = p}. 
As is wel l -known, U is i somorphic to PT-^. The 
construction of vj/ is then essentially the construction of (j) 
(with p already chosen now) in Theorem 2.2.7. 
2.2.11 CORROLLARY; The semigroup PTj^  is right-isolated. 
In particular PTj^  is absolutely closed. 
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2.3 THE ABSOLUTELY CLOSED 
VARIETIES OF SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we give a complete answer to the 
following question. 
What semigroup varieties are absolutely closed? 
The contents of this section are mostly found in [22]. 
The technique used in solving the above problem is to 
find a set of small semigroups which are not absolutely 
closed, and determine the varieties they generate. We then 
hope that the remaining varieties consist of absolutely 
closed semigroups. The main difficulty turned out to be of 
finding a r ight normal band tha t was not absolute ly 
closed. 
From [33], A zigzag in S over U is called right inner 
if y^, y2,---.yn ^U, A succesful working notion in the 
investigation of absolutely closed semigroups is that of a 
right-isolated semigroup U, defined by the property that 
any zigzag over it (in any con ta in ing semigroup) is 
equivalent to a right inner zigzag. Hence from the zigzag 
theorem, it follows that all right-isolated semigroups are 
absolutely closed. Therefore in order to prove that a class 
of semigroup is absolutely closed, it is enough to show 
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that the class is right-[or left- ] isolated. This was done 
in the original proof by Howie and Isbell [33] that inverse 
semigroups are absolutely closed and more recently by 
Hall in giving a short proof that the total transformation 
semigroup on a set X is absolutely closed. (Hall, [35]) 
(The first correct proof of this fact is found in [75]. 
2.3.1 THEOREM; All absolutely closed varieties contain 
none of the following semigroups: 
A, a three element null semigroup 
B, a 2 X 2 rectangular band. 
C, a two element right zerosemigroup with adjoined zero 
D, the dual of C. 
This is because A is not absolutely closed (Hall [35], 
Example 1) and nor is B (Howie and Isbell, [33] Theorem 2.9), 
while inspection of the Lattice of bands (Howie, [31] p. 124) 
shows that C [respectively D] generates the variety of right 
[respectively left] normal bands. 
2 .3 .2 THEOREM; ([29], Theorem 3.4): The absolutely 
closed varieties of semigroups are exactly the varieties 
consisting entirely of semilattices of groups, or entirely of 
right groups or entirely of left groups. 
PROOF. The var ie t ies l is ted in the s t a t e m e n t of the 
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t heo rem cons i s t ent i rely of inverse s emig roups , of r ight 
s i m p l e s e m i g r o u p s a n d of left s i m p l e s e m i g r o u p s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Hence t hey a r e a l l a b s o l u t e l y c lo sed by 
Theorem 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and the dua l of 2.2.3 respectively. 
Conversely suppose V is an absolutely closed variety 
of s e m i g r o u p s . The t h r e e e l e m e n t n u l l s e m i g r o u p A 
sat isf ies all non- t r iv ia l iden t i t i es except t h o s e for which 
one side con ta ins a single var iable x. Any s u c h identi ty 
implies one of the kind x = x "^^ ^ for some n > l . Since A 
is excluded from V, V therefore admits an identity of the 
form X = x^ "^ *^  for some n > l . Hence each SeV is a union 
of g r o u p s a n d so is a semi la t t i ce of comple te ly s imple 
semigroups . 
Let D be one of t h e comple te ly s imple s e m i g r o u p s 
occur ing as a D-class of S. If D is ne i the r r ight simple 
nor left simple then D/H (where H is Green 's H relation 
on D) i s a r e c t a n g u l a r b a n d t h a t c o n t a i n s a 2 x 2 
r e c t a n g u l a r s u b b a n d ; t h i s i m p l i e s t h a t B e V , a 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Therefore D is a r i g h t g r o u p or a h^ft 
g r o u p . However if V c n t a i n e d a r ight g roup a n d a left 
g r o u p , b o t h of wh ich were n o t g r o u p s , t h e n V would 
contain R and L, a two-element right and a two element 
left zero semigroup . This would imply t h a t B (which is 
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isomorphic to R x L) is a member of V, a contradiction. 
Therefore V consists entirely of semilattices of right groups 
or entirely of semilattices of left groups. 
Suppose V consists entirely of semilattices of right 
groups. Then either V consists entirely of semilattices of 
groups, or entirely of right groups or V contains a non-
trivial semilattice and a right group which is not a group. 
In the latter case V contains a two-element semilattice 
T={0, e} and a two-element right zero semigroup R = {f,g}. 
The product R x T has an ideal I = {(f,0), (g, o)}. The 
factor semigroup (R x T)/I is isomorphic to C, implying 
that CeV, a contradiction. Hence this alternative does not 
arise and so V consists entirely of semilattices of groups 
or entirely of right groups. The dual argument shows that 
if V consists entirely of semilattices of left groups then in 
fact V cons i s t s ent i rely of semi la t t i ces of g roups or 
entirely of left groups. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SATURATED HETEROTYPICAL 
VARIETIES OF SEMIGROUPS 
3.1 INTRODUCTON; 
A semigroup U is saturated if Dom (U,8)9^8 for every 
properly containing semigroup 8, A variety V of semigroups 
will be called saturated, if every member of V is saturated. 
In th is chapter we have completely answered our 
question for heterotypical varieties of semigroups, we prove 
that a semigroup variety which admits a heterotypical 
identity of which at least one side has no repeated variable 
is saturated. 
Before answering our quest ion for the semigroup 
var ie t ies , we first give a necessary condit ion for any 
semigroup variety to be saturated. 
The results of this chapter are essentially due to N.M. 
Khan [43] and P.M. Higgins [20]. 
3.2 EXAMPLE; Let V be the variety of commutat ive 
semigroups defined by the identity x^y=x^ (note this is 
equivalent to x^=0). We construct a semigroup 8 in V which 
has a proper subsemigroup U such that Dom (U,S)=S. By 
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(Howie and Isbell [33], theorem 3.2) any such U cannot 
satisfy the minimum condition on principal ideals and so in 
particular can not be finite. 
Let F be the free cmmutative semigroup in the variety V 
on the countably infinite set X=(x^,X2,...} of generators. We 
may be thought of F as consisting of finite subsets of X 
together with the additional symbol 0 with multiplication 
defined by 
fA^B if Ar^B=a 
AB = L , • 
[0 otherwise 
where A and B are finite subsets of X. 
Let S = F/p where p is the congruence generated by the 
relation p^ on F which consists of the pairs 
(^^3n-2^' ^^6n-2 ' ^ 6 n - l ' ^ 6 ^ ^ ' ^^^sJ' ^\n+V ^6n+2 ' ^6x1+3^) 
for all n=l ,2 , . . . . Next let U be the subsemigroup of S 
CO 
generated by U {{X3^ .2, ^^^.,}, {x,^.,}, (Xg .^^ , xj}. 
Then it is shown that Dom^ (U,S) = S. 
To varify this it suffices to show that {x.}eDom^(U,S) for 
aU generators {x.} of S. The generators {Xg^ .^ }, n=l,2,. . . are 
members of U and so are certainly in its dominion. A 
generator indexed by 3n for some n has a zigzag in S over 
U: 
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= { \^^, } ({ Xg^ ^^ }) {Xg^ g^} 
^ ^6n+l^ (Kn+2' ^6n+3 )^ 
where the bracketed terms form the spine of the zigzag. A 
similar zigzag exists for any generator indexed by some 3n-2. 
The a u t h e r (P.M. Higgins) e s t a b l i s h t h a t U i s n o t 
saturated by proving that U^^ S and this is done by showing 
t h a t {x }^U. This is ach ieved by ana lys ing the form of 
member s of F p-related to {x^} and t hen no t ing t h a t no 
product of elements from U has this form. 
An elementary ^^-transition of the form A ^^^^^ ^~^^^6a2' 
x, ,, x^ } B or A (x- } B ^ A {x. ^,, x^ ^^, x . ^ B where A, 
6 n - l ' 6n' ^ 3n' ^ 6n+ l ' 6n+2' 6n+3' ' 
B e F ' is known as an upward transition based on {x } or 
{x } respectively while their reversals are called down ward 
transitions based on (Xg^  2) °^ (X3 } ^s the case may be. 
3 .3 LEMMA: Let Yp{x^}, Y^{x^} and let I: {x^}->...^Y be a 
sequence of e lementary t r ans i t ions from (x } to Y. Then 
there exists a sequence J : {x }->...^Y consisting entirely of 
upward transitions. 
PROOF. Suppose t h a t in I the r is an upward t rans i t ion 
followed by a downward transition. There are four cases : 
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(i) w x^ ^w^-^wx^ x^ x^ w^=w^x^ „x^ ,x^ w, ->wx^ ^w • 
^ ' 1 3n-2 2 1 6n-2 6n.-l 6n 2 3 6ni-2 6m-l 6m 4 3 3m-2 4 ' 
(ii) w x^ ^w^->w,x^ x^ ,x^ w„=w,x^ .,x^ .„x^ ,oW,->wx^ w : 
^ ' 1 3n-2 2 1 6n-2 6n-l 6n 2 3 6m+l 6m+2 6m+3 4 3 3m 4 ' 
(iii) w x^ w^->w x^  x^  x^  ,w„=w x^ x^ „x^ oW,->w^x^ w : 
'' ' 1 3n 2 1 6n+l 6n+2 6n+3 2 3 6m+l 6m+2 6m+3 4 3 3m 4' 
(iv) W X^ W^->W X^ X^ X^ , W „ = W X^ „X^ ,X^ W, ->W^X, „AA^  . 
^ ' 1 3n 2 1 6n+l 6n+2 6n+3 2 3 6m-2 6m-l 6m 4 3 3m-2 4 
In all cases the two transitions either cancel (e.g. in case (i) 
if m=n) or can be performed in the opposite order without 
changing the net effect. Appl3dng this argument repeatedly to 
I we obtain a sequence J in which either are no downward 
transitions, or all downward transitions are at the beginning. 
Since I begins with (x } this latter alternative is impossible. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
3.4 LEMMA: Let Yp{x^}, Y?i{x^ } and let : {x^}->...->Y be a 
sequence consisting of upward transitions from {x } to Y. 
Then the following conditions are satisfied : 
(i) Lf one of x^ ^, ^^ ,, x^ [x^  _,,, x^ ^„, x^ ] is a member 
^ ' 6n-2' 6n-l 6n ' 6n+l ' 6n+2' 6n+3^ 
of Y then I contains a transition based on x^ fx^  1 and 
3n-2 ^ 3n^ 
(ii) an upward transition based on x [x ] occurs at most 
once in I for each n =1, 2, 3,..., 
(iii) Y ^ 0. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on | I | , the number 
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transitions of I. If | I | = 1 then I is given by I:(x }->{x , x , x } 
the three conditions are evidently satisfied. Next suppose |I|>1 
and I is given by the sequence I:{x }->...^Y'->Y and call the 
sequence of upward transitions (x }^...-^Y' by the name J. We 
take as our inductive assumption that the three conditions 
hold for Y' and J. 
We now consider the trguisition Y'-^ Y which we suppose 
is based on some x (the x case being similar), so Y'-)-Y 
has the form p{x^ }Q->p{x^  ^,, x^ ^„, x^ ^,}q for some n>l , 
^* 3 n ' ^ ^^ 6 n + l ' 6n+2 6 n + 3 ' ^ — ' 
p,qeF^, If condition (i) were violated this would imply that 
ei ther x eY, or tha t Y contained some generator , x., 
introduced by a transition based on x^ ,, or x^ ,^ (note 
•^ 6n+ l 611+3 ^ 
there are no transitions based on x, A. The first case does 
6n+2' 
not arise as Y'->Y is based on x, . If the second case arose, 
3n ' 
this would imply that a transition based on x^ , or x^ ^ 
^ -^ 6n+l 6n+3 
preceded Y'->Y. This in t u r n implies tha t an upward 
transition based on x preceded Y'->Y which likewise implies 
that two upward transitions introducing x occurred in J, 
which are necessarily both based on the same generator, 
contradicting condition (ii) for J . Therefore condition (i) is 
satisfied by Y. Similarly to show condition (ii) we suppose to 
the contrary that a transition based on x, has occurred 
3n 
previously in J. This implies that J contains at least two 
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upward transitions which introduce x , again contradicting 
condition (ii) for J . It is immediate tha t Y^ O^ as from 
condition (i) it follows that each of the letters x^ ,, x^ „, 
^ ' 6 n + l ' 6n+2' 
x are not members of Y'. This completes the proof. 
We can now show that {x }^U. Let AeF be a product of 
members of the set ^Jx^^_^, x^^J, {x^^_^}, {X3 .^,,X3 .^2^ ^ ^^^ 
then (A,{x }) ^p by Lemma 3.4. If A;>tO then for ail n=l, 2,... 
at least one of the sets {x^  ^,x^ ,} or (x^ ,,x^ } is not 
^ 3 n - 2 ' 3 n - l ' ^ 3 n - l ' 3n ' 
containd in A. However, from Lemma 3.3 it follows that if 
Yp{x } then (x o'^sn I'^sn^-^ ^°^ some n = 1,2,..., (consider 
the final transition in any sequence of upward transitions 
I:{x^}-^...^Y). Therefore (A,{xj)0p. 
It follows that {x^}€U. 
We now find the variety of commutative semigroups 
generated by U. By a "non-trivial" identity we mean an 
identity not implied by the conjuction of the associative and 
commutative laws. 
3.5 LEMMA; The semigroup U satisfies a non-trivial identity 
K if and only if each side of k has a variable which 
appears at least twice. 
PROOF. If k is an identity in which both sides contain a 
repeated variable then substituting any members of U for the 
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variables of k gives the statement 0=0. Hence U satisfies k. 
Conversely, observe tha t the subsemigroup of U 
generated by {{x }, {x },.,., {x },...} is a copy of F because no 
p -transition is possible from any non-zero product of these 
generators. Now suppose from any non-zero product of these 
generators. Now suppose k is an identity in m distinct 
variables for which exactly one side contains no repeated 
variable. Then substituting each of the variables of k with 
the letters x^, x^,...,x^ , we derive the false statement that 
2 ' 5 ' ' 3n i - l 
some subset of {x , x ,..,,x } = 0. Hence U does not satisfy 
k . Finally suppose k is a non-trivial identity for which each 
side has no repeated variable. Then k has the form 
X x„...x y,y„...y = x,x„...x zz^...z. 
1 2 r^ V1 -^ va. 1 2 n l 2 k 
where m,n > 0, k >1. Then k impUes the identity k' 
xx„...x y y„...y = x,x„...x z z z, 
1 2 n - ^ l - ' 2 ' ' r Q 1 2 n l 2 k 
and by above, U does not satisfy k' so U does not satify k. 
Now the following theorem gives a necessary condition 
for a semigroup varieties to be saturated. 
3.6 THEOREM; Let V be a variety not equal to the variety 
of all semigroups. The variety V is saturated only if 
(S) every presentat ion of V contains an identity, not a 
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permutation identity, for which at least one side contains no 
repeated variable. Condition (S) is equivalent to the condition 
that V admits a homotypical identity of the form 
X x^...x = f(x,,x^,x^,...,x ) with |x. | ,>l 
1 2 n ^ 1' 2' 3 ' ' n' ' I 'f 
for some x.. 
1 
PROOF. Consider example 3.2 the semigroup U satisfies 
every identity for which both sides contedn repeated variable. 
If V is saturated, then UgV, and so each presentation of V 
must include an identity, not a permutation identity, for 
which at least one side contains no repeated vsiriable, that 
is V must satisfy condition (S). 
To show the equivalence of condition (S) and the given 
condition, we take V to be a variety admitting an identity (j), 
not a permutation identity, for which at least one side 
contains no repeated variable, x x ...x = f(x ,x ,...,x ). Replace 
each variable on the right which does not occur on the left 
by X , to get the identity (}>' : x x ...x = f'(x ,x ,...,x ). Next 
suppose X. is a variable which occurs on the left of the (j)', 
but not on the right. It follows that the value of x x^...x is 
1 2 n 
independent of the value assigned to x., 
so we get 
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X X ^ . . . X . . . . X = X , X „ . . . ( X . X . , , . . . X X.)X. . . . X 1 2 1 n 1 2 ^ 1 1 + 1 n i' 1+1 n 
= f { X , , X „ , , . . , X IX.X. . . . X . 
^ 1' 2 ' ' n' 1 1+1 n 
On replacing x. by x.x.^ ...x x. in (}>'. Therefore cj) implies the 
identity x x ...x = f (x ,x ,...,x )x.x.^  ...x , and repeating this 
procedure for each such x. eventually yields a homotopical 
identity of the required type. 
Conversely take any variety V admitting a homotypical 
identity of the form x x^...x = f(x,,x^,...,x ) with |x. | >1 for 
-' 1 2 n ^ 1 2 n ' ' I ' f 
some i. By Lemma 3.5 we have that U^V, whence it follows 
again from Lemma 3.5, that every presentation for V must 
contain an identity of the required type. 
3.7 LEMMA; Let U and S be any semigroups with U a 
subsemigroup of S. If for all a, beU, and seS \U, there 
exists weU^ such that as = awbs, then U is closed in S. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that U is not closed in S. 
There exists, therefore, deS\U such that deDom (U,S). We 
may, by Result 1.2.5, Let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest 
possible length m over U with value d. Now 
d = a t = a w a t (for some w e U )^ 
a w a t (from the equations (1.2)) 
a^w„a^w„a^t„ (for some w„ e U )^ 
0 0 2 2 3 2 ^ 2 ' 
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0 0 2 2 2m-2 2m-2 2 m - l m 
(for some w^, w^,..., w^^ ^^U^) 
a„w„a^w„..,a„ „w^ a^ eU, 
0 0 2 2 2m-2 2ni-2 2m ' 
a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
If m and n are positive integers and a is a function 
from (1, 2,...,n) to {1, 2,...,m} then f(x,, x^,...,x )=x, x„ ...x 
'• ' ' ' > ^ ' > 7 > * 1 ' 2 m ' l a 2 a n a 
is a typical semigroup product in the (distinct) variables x , 
x^,...,x . The length of f will be denoted by If I and the 
2 m 
number of occurrances of a variable x. in f will be denoted 
by Ix. I . The content of the word f, denoted by C(f), is the 
set of variables appearing in f; for example if f(x , x , x ) = 
V l \ ^ l ^^^^ ^(^ " ^^1' ^3^' 
An identity f (x , x ,...,x ) = g(x ,x ,...,x ) is called 
X ^ m , J. ^ III 
heterotypical if C(f);<iC(g) and homotypical otherwise. 
3.8 THEOREM; If a semigroup U satisfies a heterotypical 
identity I of which at least one side has no repeated 
variabel, then U is saturated. 
PROOF. Now I has the form 
^1 ^2-^n = ^(^1' ^ 2 ' - ' V ^ 1 ' ^Q'-'^k) (1) 
where k>0, C{f)^ {x ,^ x^,..., x^} and {y ,^ y2,...,yi^) eC(f). 
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Take any semigroup U satisfying (1) and suppose to the 
contrary tha t U is not sa tura ted . There exists, therefore, a 
semigroup S containing U properly and such that Dom (U,S)=S. 
CASE (i). X , X,. . . , X cC(f). In this case, by considering the 
last occurrence of y in the word f, we see tha t I has the 
form 
^i^2"-\ ^ ^(xlYi g(x) (2) 
for some words u and g and where 
X = (x^, x^,...,x^, y^, y^,...,y^), 
and X = (x^, x^,...,x^, y^, y^,...,y^). 
Now take any a,b€U, and s e S \U. By resu l t 1.2.8, since 
s e S \ U , we have s=b,b„. . .b s for some b , , b„,...,b eU and 
^ ' 1 2 n n 1' 2' ' n 
S eS \U . 
n 
for any fixed y^, y2,...,yj^eU put 
b = (b^, \,...,h^, y^, y3,...,yi,), 
b = (b^, \ , - . , \ , y,, y2>—yj. 
and 
b = (b^, \ , - ; \ , bu(b) y j , y2>-MyJ. 
Now 
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as = ab, b„...b S 
1 2 n n 
af(b)s (Since U satisfies (1), and by replacing y^ 
with bu(b)yi) 
= au (b) bu (bly^ g(b)Sn 
awbf (b) s (from equation (2), where w = u(b)6U^) 
awbb b ...b s (Since U satisfies (11) 
1 2 n n ^ ^ " 
awbs (Since s = b,b^...b s ) 
^ 1 2 n n ' 
By Lemma 3.5, U is saturated. 
CASE ii: {x ,x ,...,x ) ^C(f). Take any varieble x., say, which 
appears only in the left hand side of (1), any a,beU, and 
any seS\U. By Result 1.2.8, since S6S\U, we have again 
that 
s = b,b„...b s for some b , , b^,...,b eU and s eSXU. 
1 2 n n l ' 2 ' ' n n ^ 
Now 
as = ab,b^...b s 
1 2 n n 
= ab b^...b. fbb b^..,b.)b.^ ...b s (since the right hand 
1 2 j - l ' ' 1 2 j ' j+1 n n ^ ° 
side of (1) is independent of the choice of the variable x.; if 
j=l , the product b b ...b. = 1) 
= awbb,b„...b s (where w = b,b„...b. ) 
1 2 n n *• 1 2 j - 1 ' 
= awbs (since s = b b„...b s ) 
^ 1 2 n ti ' 
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and therefore, by Lemma 3.7, U is saturated. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
A variety V is said to be heterotypical if it admits a 
heterotypical identity. 
The following corollary of Theorem 3.8 gives a sufficient 
condition for a heterotypical variety to be saturated. 
3.9 COROLLARY : If a semigroup variety V admits a 
heterotypical identity of which at least one side has no 
repeated variable, then V is saturated. 
REMARK 1 P.M. Higgins ([20], theorem 15) has strengthened 
corollary 3.9 by a different technique by showing that a 
heterotypical variety (one which admits a heterotypical 
identity) is saturated if and only if it admits an identity, not 
a permutation identity, of which at least one side has no 
repeated variable. 
The following theorem provides the structural insight 
about the members of a heterotypical variety: 
3.10 THEOREM (Chrislock [9]): For a semigroup S the 
following are equivalent : 
(i) S satisfies a heterotypical identity, 
(ii) S satisfies an identity of the form, 
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{x'^y'^x'^r = ^ for some m>l, 
(iii) S is an ideal extension of a completely simple semigroup 
whose structure group satisfies x^=l, (for some r>l), by a 
semigroup that satisfies y^  = 0. 
PROOF. We prove that (i) implies (iii) and (iii) implies (ii). 
The implication (ii) implies (i) is clear. 
(i) implies (iii). We first show that S has a minimal ideal M. 
Now S satisfies a heterotypical identity f (x , x ,...,x ) = g(x , 
X ,.,,x ) with X 0C(g) say. Let b be an element of some 
ideal. Since Xj^0C(g), g(a^,a2,...,a^)=f(a^,a2,...,b,aj^_^^,...,a^) 
(a ,a ,...,6S). Hence g(aj, a ,...,a ) is a member of this ideal. 
Hence the intersect ion of all ideals is non-empty and 
contains g(a, , a„,.. . ,a ) = f(a,,a„,.. . ,a ). We denote the 
°^ 1 2 m ' ^ 1 2 m' 
minimal ideal of S by M and note that a'^'eM for all aeS. 
Thus S/M satisfies x'^' = 0. The ideal M is simple ([6], 
corollary 2.38) and hence completely simple since it is 
periodic ([6], corolary 2.56). The structure group G of M is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of M ([6], Lemma 3.2) whence G 
satisfies f=g. We let all variables except x equal the identity 
1 of G and let x equal an arbitrary element b of G, we get 
b^=l where s= |x | . Setting r=s.|f| we get (iii). 
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(iii) implies (ii). Let c,deS, M be the completely simple 
ideal of S and m=r^, and c" ,^ d°^eM. A rectangular band 
satisfies xyx = x and M is a rectagular band of groups each 
satisfying x^=l. Therefore d°^ c™d°^  and d"^  are both in the 
same subgroup of M; furthermore (d°^ c°^ d°^ )™ and d^ are 
both equal to the identity of this subgroup. Hence S satisfies 
the identity (x^y^'x^)^ = x"'. 
An interest ing feature of this resul t is the way a 
s t r u c t u r a l a rgument can be employed to discover an 
imlication between identities : it is not clear how one may 
deduce an identi ty of the form (x°^y'"x™)=x™ from an 
arbitrary heterotypical identity. We shall see more of this in 
what follows. 
3.11 LEMMA: Let S be a semigroup satisfying a homotypical 
identity ^•. x^x^.-.x^ = f(x^,X2,...,xJ for which f{x^, x^,...,xj 
contains a repeated varieble. Then for given aeS*^ there 
exists c, deS, eeE(S) such that a = ced. 
PROOF. Note that | f |>n, and so ^ may be written in the 
form x^x^.-.x^ = v^w^ where |v^| = n, |w |>1 (where lw| 
means the length of the word w). We next apply (j) to v and 
by repetition of this process we produce a sequence of 
identities all implied by <{) : 
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(^  = <^^ : x^x^...x^^ = v^w^, I ' . ' j ) ^ - 3 2 - 5 ^ .^il 
'6 - ^^ 
^2 = ^ 1 ^ 2 - ^ n = ^ 2 ^ ^ ! ' ^ - ^ - ^ r . U . n v e ^ ^ 
^i 1 2 n 1 1 1 - 1 1' ' 
Where lv.|=n for aU i=l, 2,... and |w.|>l for aU i=l, 2,... 
Note that C(v )2C(v )3... . Eventually we reach ^ where k is 
the least integer such that C(v ) = C(v) for aU />k. Next let 
r>k be the least integer such that there exists an integer m 
such that V = V . Then we have 
r r+m 
6 : X X„. . .X = V W W , . . . W . 
^r 1 2 n r r r - l 1' 
(b : xx^....x = V (w w ...w J w w , . . .w . 
^r+m 1 2 n r^ r+m r+m-1 r + l ' r r - l l ' 
d) : xx^...x = V (w (w , . . .w,J^ w w , . . .w. 
^r+sm 1 2 n r^ r+m^ r+m-l r + l ' r r - l l ' 
for all positive integers s. 
Replacing all variables of (j) by the single variable x we 
see that S satisfies x" = x' ' and hence there exists an 
integer t, n<t<|f|, such that a*eE(S) for all aeS. Now take 
aeS"^ so that a=a a„.. .a say, for some a,, a^,...,a eS . 
1 2 n -^  ' 1 ' 2 ' ' n 
Applying the identity (j) to a a ...a yields a=cbM where c, 
b, deS. By the above comment b^6E(S), thus completing the 
proof. 
3.12 LEMMA; The globally idempotent members of a variety 
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of semigroups V form a subvariety if and only if they are 
completely regular. 
PROOF. Suppose the globally idempotent members of V form 
a subvariety V, Then V does not include the two element 
nuU semigroup, and so admits an identity of the form x=x^ '^^  
for some n>l , which implies that all members of V are 
unions of groups. 
Conversely Let V be the class of all globally idempotent 
members of \^  and suppose each such member is completely 
regular. Take SeV and aeS. Since S is completely regular 
there exists eeE(S) such that ae = ea = a. The monogenic 
semigroup generated by a, <a> cannot be infinite for if it 
were V would contain the subsemigroup T of S,T={e, a, a^,...} 
which is globally idempotent but not completely regular. Now 
let U be a subsemigroup of S and take ueU. Since S is a 
union of groups, <u> is a periodic subsemigroup of a group 
and so itself a group. Therefore U is completely regular. 
Since morphic images and direct products of completely 
regular semigroups are completely reguleir, it follows that the 
class of completely regular semigroups in V, namely V, is a 
subvariety, as required. 
3.13 COROLLARY; A semigroup variety V consists entirely of 
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nilpotent extensions of completely regular semigroups if and 
only if V admits an identi ty of the form 
X x„...x =(x x„...x )^'*'°^ for some m, n>l . 
1 2 n ^ 1 2 n' 
PROOF. Suppose V consists entirely of nUpotent extensions 
of completely regular semigroups but that there is no bound 
on the indices of the nilpotent members of V. Then there 
exists a sequence of nilpotent semigroups is V, S , S^,... 
such that index of S. < index of S. , for i = 1, 2,.... Let 
T = S X S X... . No power of T is globally idempotent, but 
1. ^ 
TeV, a contradiction. Hence there exists an n such that S"^  
is completely regular for all SeV. It foUows from Lemma 3.12 
that V satisfies x x„...x = (x,x^...x ) for some m>l . The 
1 2 n ' 1 2 n' — 
converse is immediate. 
3.14 COROLLARY; A semigroup S is sa tura ted if S"" is 
saturated for some n>l . 
3.15 THEOREM; Let V be a variety of semigroups. The 
following are equivalent : 
(i) V is a saturated heterotypical variety; 
(ii) V is heterotypical and admits a homotypical identity of 
the form x x ...x = f(x,,x^...,x ) with | x . | >1 for some 
1 2 n ^ 1 2 n ' ' I ' f 
variable x.; 
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(iii) V is heterotypical and admits an identity of the form 
XX ...X = (x X ...X )^ "^ "^  for some m, n>l; 
J. ^ TX X ^ XX 
(iv) There exists a positive integer n such that S^ is a 
completely simple semigroup for all SeV; 
(v) V consists entirely of nilpotent extensions of completely 
simple semigroups. 
PROOF. By the proof of corollary 3.13 we have tha t 
conditions (iv) and (v) are equivalent. We prove (iii) and (iv) 
are equivalent. 
If V is heterotypical and admits the identity 
x x^...x = (x x^...x ) ™^, then for any SeV we have S^ is a 
1 2 n ^ 1 2 n' ' "^  
union of groups, and so is a semilattice of completely simple 
semigroups ([31], Chapter IV, Theorem 17). Since S'^ eV it 
follows that S" satisfies a heterotypic£d identity, and so this 
semilattice is trivial. Therefore S^ is completely simple 
semigroup for aU SeV. Conversely, if S^ is completely simple 
for aU SeV, it follows by Lemma 3.12 that V'-IS*" : SeV} is 
a subvariety of V. Moreover, V is heterotypical as it includes 
only trivial semilattices, and V satisfies x = x^ "^ °^  for some 
m>l as it excludes nul l semigroups . Therefore V is 
heterotypical and admits the identity x x ...x = (x x ...x )^ '^ ™. 
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We now show that (i) implies (ii), (ii) implies (iv) and (iv) 
implies (i). 
(i) implies (ii). This follows immediately from 3.6. 
(ii) implies (iv), Supose V is heterotypical and admits the 
identity ^:x x ...x^ = f{x^,x^,...,xj with |x. |^>l for some 
variable x.. Given any SeV, then by Theorem 3.10, S is an 
ideal extension of a completely simple semigroup T, by a 
nillbounded semigroup U. It suffices to show that U satisfies 
the identity x x ...x =0. 
Now (t) is an identity of the type described in Lemma 
3,11. As in the proof of Lemma 3.11, we construct the 
sequence {(j).}. . In particular, ^ implies the identity ^ : 
xx„. . ,x = v (w w ,...w J^ WW ,...w, where s is the 
1 2 n r^ r+m r+m-1 r + l ' r r - l 1 
index of U, from which it follows tha t U satisfies the 
identity x x ...x =0 as required. 
(iv) implies (i). It follows from corollary 3.14 that V is 
saturated. If V were homotypical it would contain the variety 
of semilattices, but for any non-trivial semilattice S we have 
S = S^ (for all neZ"^) and S is not completely simple. 
Therefore we conclude that V is a saturated heterotypical 
variety, thus completing the proof. 
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The following resul ts provides a lattice theoretic insight 
into the heterotypical and saturated heterotypical varieties of 
semigroups. 
3 . 1 6 PROPOSITION; The he te ro typ ica l va r ie t i e s form a 
sublattice of the lattice of all semigroup varieties. 
PROOF. The c lass of all heterotj^pical var ie t ies is closed 
unde r the taking of subvariet ies so it is enough to show 
that given two heterotypical identities (which, by 3.10 (ii) we 
m a y a s s u m e h a v e t h e (x°^iy°^ix™i)"^i=x™i a n d 
(x™2y°^2x°^2ji^2=x°^2 Yve may find a th i rd implied by them 
b o t h . Clear ly s u c h a n i d e n t i t y is p r o v i d e d by 
3 .17 THEOREM : The class of all s a tu ra t ed heterotypical 
varieties form a sublattice of the lattice of all heterotypical 
varieties. 
PROOF. Since this class is also closed under the taking of 
subvarietes by 3.10(iii) and 3.15 it is enough to verify that 
given two identities x x„...x = (x x„...x j^ "^ ™! and x,x^...x 
° 1 2 ni ^ 1 2 n^' 1 2 n2 
= (x X ...X )^ "^ °^ 2 -^Q can find a third identity of the same 
form which is a consequence of each of them. Without loss 
a s s u m e t h a t n <n . Then t h e f i rs t i d e n t i t y imp l i e s 
X x^...(x ...X ) = (x,x^...(x ...X jj^'^'^i so we may a s s u m e 
1 2 ni 112 1 2 nj^  112 
that n^ = n = n say. We then have a required identity in 
XX, X = (X X,...X )1^°^1°^2. 
1 2 n W 2 n' 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMMUTATIVE SATURATED 
VARIETIES OF SEMIGROUPS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION; 
The aim of the present chapter is to present a simple 
necessary and sufficient condition for a variety to consist 
entirely of commutative semigroups from which epimorphisms 
are onto. The contents of this chapter are to be found in 
Higgins [21] and Khan [46]. The characterisation given in 
Theorem 4.5, that a commutative variety admits a non-trivial 
identity for which one side contains no repeated variable, 
allows us to show that these so called saturated varieties 
form a sublattice of the lattice of all commutative varieties 
and so form a na tura l object of investigation from an 
alternative viewpoint. It is hoped that the methods used in 
solving this problem, "Zigzag" manipualation to establish 
sufficiency and counter-examples cons t ruc ted via free 
semigroups and congruences to establish necessity, will be 
applicable to solve the open problem of determining all 
saturated semiogroup varieties. 
It is worth mentioning that Theorem 4.5 is a joint 
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theorem by P.M. Higgins with N.M.Khan, the sufficiency 
being estabUshed in Khan ([46], Theorem 3.1) (Since then 
Khan has succesfuUy amplified the technique which he 
employed in theorem 5.16 in next chapter). However Theorem 
4.7 is a refinement of this original result and the proof is of 
P.M. Higgins. This five way characterisation of the saturated 
commutative varieties se ts , the style for several other 
theorems in the next Chapter. 
4.2 THEOREM; A variety V of commutative semigroup is 
saturated if V admits a non trivial identity I of which at 
least one side has no repeated variable. 
PROOF. Let U be any semigroup in V. Wihtout loss of 
generality it can be assumed that I has the following form: 
X X - . . . X = W ( X , , X - , . . . , X , X ^ , , . . . X ^ ) (1 ) 
1 2 n * 1 ' 2 ' ' n ' n+1 n + m ' ^ ' 
where w(x, ,x^,...,x , x ^,,...,x ^ ) = x / i x^'^ x""" ,/.>0 
^ 1 ' 2 ' ' n ' n + 1 ' ' n + m ' 1 2 n+m ' i— 
(i=l,2,...,n), n>l, m>0, l^^^ >1 (k=l,2, ,m). 
Now in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to 
prove it in the case where l^>2. For, if m>l , then by 
substituting x^^ for x^^^, a new identity implied by (1) is 
obtgdned namely 
x,x X =x 'i^^' n+m ^^...x . 'n+m-i. 
1 2 • n 1 ^2 * " ^"'•™"1 
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If m=0, since the identity (1) is nontrivial, one can assume 
that I >2. In either case one has that U satisfies em identity 
of the form (1) with l^>2. 
Let u s a s s u m e now to the c o n t r a r y t h a t U is no t 
saturated. Therefore there exists a semigroup S containing U 
properly such that Dom (U,S)=S. 
4.3 LEMMA; For all a e U , x e S \ U , a n d y e S , t h e r e ex i s t s 
coeU^ such that xay = xa^wy. 
PROOF. Since xeS\U, we have 
x = zc,c^...c , for some zeS \U, and c,,,..,c eU, 
1 2 n ' I n ' 
by Result 1.2.5 and the fact that Dom(U,S)=S. Then 
xay = zc^C2...c^ay 
z(c^a)C2...c^y (by Commutativity) 
zw(c,a, c^,...,c , c ^,,...,c ^ )y 
* 1 ' 2 ' ' n ' n+1 ' ' n+m'"' 
(for any c^+i.-'-.c^+j^eU as U satisfies (1)) 
zw (Cj, C2,...,c^^Ja^iy (by commutativity) 
zc^c^.-.c^a^iy (since U satisfies (1)) 
xa'iy 
xa^wy, where w = a'l'^. 
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This proves Lemma 4.3. 
Now to complete the proof of the theorem, we take any 
deS\U, and let (1.2) be a zigzag for d over U. Then 
d = yi^nt, (from equations (1,2) 
y^w a^^t^ (for some w^eU , by Lemma 4.3) 
y^w^a^agt^ (from equations (1.2)) 
= y^a^w^a^t^ 
y2agW^ajt2 (from equations (1.2)) 
y a^^ ^WgW a^^ t^  (for some w^eU , by Lemma 4.3) 
= v a w w a a t 
y a^ ,w- ^...w„w.a,a-...a- _a- ,t 
- 'm 2m.-1 2ni-l 3 1 1 3 2m-3 2m-1 m 
(for some w^, w^,...,w^^_^eU^) 
y ,a . _w'a,a_...a_ . a . (W=w-, , . . ,w,wj 
• 'm-l 2m-2 1 3 2m-3 2m ^ 2m-l 3 1' 
y , a_ , a. ^ w'a,a-....a^ _a^ 
- 'm-l 2m-3 2m-2 1 3 2m-5 2m 
(from equations (1.2)) 
= y^a^a^a^.-.a^^.^^^m^' 
== ^oS-^2m ^'^U, 
a contradiction as required. Therefore U is saturated and 
hence V is saturated. 
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In Theorem 3.6 of previous chapter, P.M. Higgins giv<js a 
necessa ry condit ion for a commutat ive variety to be 
saturated. As a joint theorem N.M. Khan with P.M. Higgins 
have the following. 
4.4 THEOREM; ([45], Theorem 2 a . 3 ) : A variety V of 
commutative semigroups is saturated if and only if V admits 
a non-trivial identity I of which at least one side has no 
repeated variable. 
PROOF. It remains only to show that if a variety V is 
saturated, then it has to admit an identity I of the above 
form. So, let us assume that V is saturated, and suppose to 
the contrary that it does not admit an identity I of the 
above form. Therefore all the ident i t ies of V besides 
commutativity have to have squares of variables in both 
sides. But the semigroup U of Exgimple 3.2 satisfies all such 
identities by Lemma 3.5, whence U belongs to all such 
varieties. As U is not saturated, all such veirieties V can't be 
saturated, a contradicton. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Now by remark 1.2.1 and Theorem 4.4, we have the 
following: 
4.5 THEOREM; ([29], Theorem 4.5): A variety V of 
commutative semigroups is saturated within C if and only if 
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V admits a non-trivial identity for which at least one side 
contains no repeated variable. 
This character isat ion of the sa tura ted commutative 
varieties aUows us to prove the following theorem. 
4 .6 THEOREM; The sa tura ted varieties of commutative 
semigroups form a sublattice of the lattice of all varieties of 
commutative semigroups. 
PROOF. Let V^, V^ be saturated varieties of commutative 
semigroups. Since saturated varieties are closed under the 
taking of subvgirieties it follows that the meet of V^ and V 
is saturated. To show that their join is saturated it suffices, 
by Theorem 4.5 to find a non-trivial identity for which at 
least one side contains no repeated variable, and which is 
admitted by V^ V V ,^ that is by both V^ and V^. 
We assert that any non-trivial identity k for which at 
least one side contains no repeated variable implies an 
identity of the form x^x^.-.x^ (x^x ...x f^ for some n>l, m>2. 
Observe that gmy such identity k can be written in exactly 
one of the following forms: 
(i) x,x-...,x = x,x-...x x,^ix-^2...x ^n where n>l, k. > 0 for 
^ ' 1 2 n 1 2 n l 2 n — ' i — 
all i and k. > 1 for some i, 
(ii) k has a variable which appears on the left hand side 
only, 
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(iii) k has a variable which appears on the right hand side 
only but does not have a variable which appears only on 
the left. 
If k falls into the first case we may rewrite k in the 
form x,x^...x = (x^x,,..x xjx,^ix^^2 x ^n and apply k to 
1 2 n ^ 2 3 n l ' l 2 n ^ ^ -^  
the bracketed term to give a new identity k': 
X X,.. .X = (X,X,...X Xjx^^l - '^n x ,^2^ki k3+k2 k ^ + V i 
1 2 n ^ 2 3 n l ' l 2 3 n 
Again rewrite the bracketed term of k' in the form 
(XgX .^..x x^x^) and repeat the process. After repeating the 
process n times (where we consider the initial appUcation of 
k to x^X2....x^ as the first time) we arrive at the identity 
n 
V2-V Kx2...xJXj^X2^...xJ^ Where k = i m ^ l 
which can be written in the form x,x„...x = (x,x„...x j^"^^ as 
1 2 n ^ 1 2 n' 
required in the assertion. 
In case (ii) one can assume without loss that x is a 
variable which appears only on the left of k and so the value 
of x^x^.-.x^ is independent of the value assigned to x^ and so 
in particular we have that x,x^...x = (x,x„...x x j x„x^..,x = 
^ 1 2 n ^ l 2 n l ' 2 3 n 
(x^x^-.-xJ^ and so the assertion is proved for case (ii). In case 
(iii), k has the form x,x^...x = x,x^....x x,^ix^^2...x^^n 
^ ' 1 2 n l 2 n l 2 h 
^i^'^'z'^ 2^*^ ^ ^^^ere n>l, k>0, for all i, s > 1, r. > 1 for all i. 
In this case k implies the identity k' which is obtained by 
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replacing each y. by x and k' has the form assumed in case 
(i) and so k', and hence k, implies an identity of the required 
form. 
Let k , k be non-trivial identities for which at least one 
side contains no repeated variable admitted by V^, V^ 
respectively. To finish the proof it suffices to find an identity 
k of the same form implied both by k^ and k^. Suppose the 
left hand sides of k, and k„ are x,x^...x , x,x^...x 
1 2 1 2 n ' 1 2 n 
respectively. Without loss it can be assumed that n ^n^. 
Then k^ implies k^ ^ which is derived by multiplying both 
sides of k, by x ^, x ^„....x . Therefore it is enough to 
1 -^  ^i'*'! n +2 n ° 
consider the case where n^ = n^ = n say. By the above 
assertion k^jk^ imply identities 1^ ^^ , ^o respectively where ^i 
is x^ ^2'--^n " i^i^r'-'^J"^'' ^"^'^- Repeatedly applying k. to 
the first x^x ...x^ factor on the right shows that k- implies 
the sequence of idenities whose rth member is x x ....x = 
(x^X2....x^J''^'^i"^''^\ r=l ,2 , . . . . In particular ^^ implies the 
identity 
k: x,x^...x = (x,x^...x )(^2-i)(^ri)+i which is, of course, 
1 2 n ^ 1 2 n' ' ' 
implied also by kg- Therefore k^, k^ each imply the identity 
k as required. 
The structure of the Lattice of saturated varieties of 
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commutative semigroups has not been investigated but it is 
easily noted the join of the saturated commutative varieties 
V = [x = x"], is the variety of all commutative semigroups 
and so the lattice is not complete. 
The manipulation in the proof of Theorem 4.6 allows us 
to give the foUowing refinement of Theorem 4.5. 
4 .7 THEOREM; Let V be a variety of commutat ive 
semigroups. The following are equivalent : 
(i) V is saturated, 
(ii) V admits a non-trivial identity for which at least one 
side contains no repeated varieble, 
(iii) V admits an identity of the form 
x,x^...x = (x,x„...x )^ for some k>2, 
1 2 n * 1 2 n' — ' 
(iv) there exists a positive integer n such that S" is a 
semilattice of groups for all SeV, 
(v) V consists entirely of rdlopotent extensions of semilattices 
of groups. 
PROOF, (i) Implies (ii). From the existence of example 3.2, 
as in the proof of theorem 4.5. 
(ii) impUes (iii) is shown in the proof of theorem 4.6. 
(iii) impUes (iv). Let SeV. The identity implies that a =a^ for 
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all aeS. Hence S"^  is a (commutative) union of groups and 
so is a semilattice of groups. 
(iv) implies (v) is clear. 
(v) implies (i). For each SeV there exists an integer n, 
depending on S, such that S^ is an inverse semigroup and 
so is saturated ([31], chapter 7, Theorem 2.14). For any 
commutative semigroup, S*^  is saturated implies that S is 
saturated ([33], corollary 3.4], whereupon the result follows. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PERMUTATIVE SATURATED VARIETIES 
OF SEMIGROUPS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION; 
In this chapter we extend the results of the previous 
chapter from commutative varieties to permutative varieties 
and determine all s a tu r a t ed permutat ive variet ies of 
semigroups. Then we find some sufficient condition on a 
homotypical variety to be a permutative variety. In ;hese 
classes too, epis are onto, but determination of aU semigroup 
varieties for which epis are onto still remains an open 
problem. 
A semigroup S satisfying a non-trivial permutat ion 
identity will be called a permutative semigroups while a 
variety V admitting a non-trivial permutation identity is 
called a permutative variety. An identity u = v is said to be 
preserved under epis if for aU semigroups U and S with U a 
subsemigroup of S and such tha t Dom (U,S) = S, U 
satisfying u = v implies S satisfies u = v. 
5.2 THEOREM; {[44], Theorem 3.1] : All permuta t ion 
identities are preserved under epis. 
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PROOF. Let X x^...x = x. x. ...x. (1) 
1 2 n 1, i„ 1 * ' 
1 2 n 
be any permutation identity with n>3. Without loss we can 
assume that (1) is nontrivigil. Tgike any seigroup U satisfying 
(1), and any semigroup S containing U properly and such 
that Dom (U,S) = S. We shall show that S also satisfies (1). 
For k = 1, 2,...,n, consider the word x. x. ...x. of length 
k. We shall prove the theorem by induction on the length of 
these words, a s summing tha t the remaining elements 
x. ,...,x. eU. 
k+l n 
First for k = 1, that is, when x. eS, and x. ,,.,,x. eU, 
h 2^ n^ 
we wish to show that equation (1) holds. When x. €U, (1) 
holds; so we assume that x. eS\U. By result 1.2.5, we may 
let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U 
with value x. , 
First we (N.M. Khan) introduce some notations : 
w,(x. ,x. ,...,x. ) = X. x. ...X. = u,(x,,x„,...,x ) 
1 2 n 1 2 n 
£ind w^(x. ,x. ,...,x. ) = xx„...x = u^(x,,x„,...,x ) 
2^ i / !_' ' 1 ' 1 2 n 2^ 1' 2 ' ' n ' 
1 2 n 
(2) 
CASE (i): ij = 1. Now 
X. X. ...X. = y a X x. (from equations (1.2)) 
1 2^ V 2 a 
= y w, (a„ , X. ,.,.,x. ) 
- 'm 1 ^ 2m' 1^' ' 1 ' 2 n 
= y w^ (a^ , X. ,...,x. ) (since U satisfies (1)) 
2 n 
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- ' m 2m 2 n 
= X X ...X (from equations (1.2)) 
as required. 
CASE (ii): l<i.<n. Now, putting j = i^, we have 
X. X. ...x. = y a^  X. ...x. (from equations (1.2)) 
1 2 n 2 n 
= y w fa„ , X. ,,..,x. ) 
- ' m 1^ 2 m ' i ' 1 ' 
2 n 
= V w„(a^ , X. ,...,x. ) (since U satisfies (1)) 
• ' m 2^ 2 m ' i^' n 
= y X x„...x. ,a^ x. ...X 
•^m 1 2 j - 1 2m j+1 n 
= y X, x„...x. , a„ , t z (from equations (1.2), 
•^m 1 2 j - 1 2 m - l - m ^ ^ V / ' 
where z = x. ,...x ) 
j + l n ' 
= y X X ...x. , a, b'^' ..b '^^ 'f z 
• ' m 1 2 j - 1 2 m - l J+i n m 
(by result 1,2.8, for some b|.^j>,...,bJ°'^6U and 
t '^eS\U, since t^6S\U) 
= ymS(^ '^2 ' - '^ i - l ' ^2m-l' ^ S ' ' - ' V ' ' ' ) ^ . -
=y^u^(x^,x^,...,x,^,a^^.^,b'-',...,bj-')f^z (3) 
(since U satisfies (1)) 
Now u (z ,^Z2,...,z ) begins with z. = z., so the product (3) in S 
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contains Y % , which equals y a (from equations (1.2)). 
Thus the product (3) above equals 
= y„-.s(^>. \ '^ j-i. «2„-2. K^ V ° ' ) V 
(since U satisfies (1)) 
= y X X ...X. a, o ^ S ' - b "^"'t' z 
•^m-l 1 2 j -1 2m-2 J+i n m 
= y xx, . . .x . , a, t z (since t = ^^i---h '"'> t' ) 
• 'm-l 1 2 j -1 2m-2 m ^ m J+i n m ' 
= y ,x x^...x. a^  , t ,z (from equation (1.2)) 
- 'm- l 1 2 J-1 2m-3 m-1 ^ ^ \ n 
= y i ^ i ^ 2 - ^ j - i ^ ^ 1 ^ 
" yi^i^2'--^-iS^S'- 'V^'^i '^ (^y Result 1.2.8 for some 
b;'Jj,...,bJ^>6U and t^'eSyU, since t^6S\U) 
= y,^2^\>^2'-'\v \' b^„...,b/))t;z 
= y^u^ (x,,x^,-,x,^, a^, b ; i i , . . . ,bJX'z (4) 
(Since U satisfies (1)) 
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Again as before, product (4) in S contains y a which 
equals a (from equations (1.2)). Thus the product (4) above 
equals 
(1) W\ u^(x^,x^,....x._^,a^, b - , . . . , b ; X ' -
u,(x^,x^,...,x..^, a^, b - , ....,b^^^')t;z 'n (1)^ 
(Since U satisfies (1)) 
-1-2-^1^0 ^ H - . b J \ ' -
= ^ 1 ^ 2 - ^ l V l ^ (Since t, = b<J^ ...b ^\) 
= X X ^ . . , X , 
1 2 n ' 
(since a„t, = x. = x., and z = x.,,...x ) 
^ 0 1 1^  J j + l n ' 
which proves the result for k = 1 in case (ii). 
CASE (iii): i^  = n. Now 
X. X. . . .X. 
y a X. ...X. 
y X x^...x a^ 
- ' m 1 2 n -1 2i 
(from equations (1.2)) 
(since U satisfies (1)) 
= y^  ^,\-\.,^2^.,K (from equations (1.2)) 
= y a^ ,x. ...X. t 
•^  m 2 m - 1 i„ 1 m 2 n 
y , a„ „x. ...x. t 
"^m-l 2in-2 i^ i m 2 A 
n 
(since U satisfies (1)) 
(from equations 1.2)) 
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y , X x^...x , a„ „ t (since U satisfies (1)1 
• 'm-l 1 2 n-1 2m-2 m ^ ^ " 
y X x„.,.x ,a„ ^t , (from equations (1.2)) 
- 'm- l 1 2 n-1 2ni-3 m- l ^ ^ \ ii 
•^  1 1 2 n-1 1 1 
= y,a X. ,..x. t, (Since U satisfies (1)) 
= a x . ...X. t (from equations (1.2)) 
2 n 
= X x^...x , a^t, (Since U satisfies (1)) 
1 2 n-1 0 1 ^ 
= X X ...X (From equations (1.2), since i =n) 
as required. 
REMARK 1: A proof for case (iii) could also be obtained 
from the proof for case (ii) above by making the following 
conventions : 
(a) the word x. ,...x = 1; 
^ ' j + l n 
(b) b'^ 1 = ... = b '*") = 1 and t', = t for k = 1, 2,...,m; 
(c) the vector 
= (x^, \,--',\.^, a^j^J for k = 1, 2,..,m; 
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(d) the vector ' <;,, ,. - '^y 
= (x^, X2,...,x^^, a j^^ )^ fo'^  k = 1, 2,...,ni. 
So assume now that (1) is true for all x. , x. ,...,x. eS 
1 1 1 1 2 q-1 
and all X. , X. ,...,x. eU. We prove from this assumption that 
q q+1 n 
(1) is true for all x. , x. ,...,x. eS and for all x. ,x. ,...,x. eU. 
We need not consider the case where x. eU, so we assunme 
1 
q 
that X. €S\U. As X. eS\U and Dom (U,S) = S, by Result 1.2.5, 
q^ ^q 
we may let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over 
1 
q 
U with value x. 
put j = i and / = i , 
•^  q q-i 
Case (i), I = j - 1 . Now 
X. X. ...X. = X. X. ...x. (y a^ ) x. ...x. (from eq " (1.2)) 
1 2 n 1 2 q-1 q+1 n 
= X. X. ,..(x. y )a„ X. ...x. 
1 2 q-1 q+1 n 
x^...x. „ (x. y )a„ x.^,...x 
1 2 1-2 W .-^m' 2m j+1 n 
•" q-1 •* 
(by the inductive hypotheijis) 
= X 
1 2 i-2 ' _ 
q 
: x^...x. X. (y a„ )x. ...x 
1 2 j -2 i / • ' m 2m' j+1 n 
•' q-1 •' 
= X X^,. ,X. „X. X.X. , . . . X 
1 2 j -2 j - 1 J J+1 n 
Since X. = X. and x. 
q q 
= x. ) 
1 , J-1 
q-1 •' 
as required. 
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Case (li), / < j -1 and j<n. Now 
X. . . .X. X. . . .X. 
1 q-l q n 
= X. ...X. y a ...X. (From equations (1.2)) 
1 q-l n 
= w, (x. , X. ,...,x. , y , a„ ,...,x. ) 
1 ^ 1 , ' x' ' X ' • ' m ' 2 i n ' ' i ' 1 2 q-l n 
= w„ (x. ,x. ,...,x. y , a^  ,...,x. 
Q. ^ i ' x' ' 1 , -^in' 2 m ' ' 1 1 2 q-l n 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= w^(x. ,...,x. y , a„ t ,...,x. ) (From eq"^ '^ (1.2)) 2^ 1 ' ' 1 , m 2ni-l m ' ' i ' ^ -x. \ n 1 q-l n 
X x^...x,, (x. y X,. ...X. Ja„ ,t )z 
1 2 M ^ 1 .-^m' /+1 j - 1 ^ 2m-l m ' q-l 
(where z = x. ,...x ) 
^ j+l n ' 
xx^. , .x , ,x . y X, ...X. a^ , b.^, ,..b ^ 't z 1 2 l-l^ 1 , ' ' i n ' l+l J-1 2ni-l J+i n m q-l J 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some b*"',...,b ^^'eU 
and t 'eS\U, Since t eS\U) 
= U2(x^,x^,...,x^_^,x. y^>x,,i,...,x >a b;:',...,bj'^') t -z 
q - l •> 
=U^ (^1>^2'- '^1' ^i /m '^ / -M'- '^ j - l ' ^2m-l 'C ' - - 'V"*)V^ 
q-l •* 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (5) 
Since uJz , ,z^ , . . . , z ) contains as a subword z. z. , the 
1 ^ 1 2 n ' 1 , 1 ' 
q-l q 
product (5) in S contains (x. y )a which equals 
^q-l ™ ™' 
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(x. y )a (from equations (1.2)). Thus the product (5) 
above equals 
" l ( ^ I ' - ' ^ l ' \ / m - l ' ^ W ' - ' ^ j - l ' S n x - 2 ' ^ r ^ ' - . b j ' " ' ) t ^ Z 
q-1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= xx„, . .x, , X. y , X, ,.,.x.,a„ ^b^ ,^ ...b ^ 't z 
1 2 M l -• 'm-1 /+1 j - 1 2m-2 J+l n m 
q-1 
, X. y , x,^,...x., a„ „t z 
-1 1 / m - l /+1 j - 1 2m-2 m 
q - 1 •• 
X^X^...X^ 
(since t =b*";\..b °^^ V ) 
: x„.,.x,, X. y ,x, ,...x. , a„ , t ,z (from eq (1.2 1 2 M l - • 'm-l l+l J-1 2m-3 m- l '^  ^ \ n q-1 J 
= x^x^.-.x,^ X. yiX^,i...x a^  t^z 
q-1 •* 
=x^X2...x^ ^x. YiXj^i-x a^ b^^'i-bj^^ t^'z(by result 1.2.8 
q-1 J 
for some b'^j,...,bJ^'eU, t'^€S\U, since t^€S\U) 
q - 1 •* 
= u^ (x^,...,x,_i, X. ,yi,x^,i,...,x , a b'_i',,...,bJ^U,'z 
q-1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (6) 
Now as u,(z,, z„,...,z ) contains z. z. as a subword, 
1^ 1 2 n ' 1 , 1 
q-1 q 
the product (6) in S contains (x. y j a which equals x. a 
q-1 \-l 
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(from, equations (1.2)). Thus the product (6) above equals 
u^ (x^,x x^^, X. ,x^,,,...,x , a^, b%,...,bj;'\z 
q-l 
= u (x^,x x^^, X. x^^^,...,x a^, b*^,. . . . ,b/))t ;z 
q-l 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X x„...x, X. X, ,...x. , a„ b . , . . .b ^ ' t , 'z 
1 2 M l , ?+l J - l 0 J+^  n 1 q-l 
^^  X , X „ , . . X , ^X. X, _ . . . X . . cl^L^ X. . - .««»X 
1 2 M l , ?+l J - l 0 1 1+1 n 
q- l •* •' 
(since z = x. ,...x and 
^ j + l n 
t , = b'^'^.^b^^Vj 
1 J+i n 1' 
= X x„....x (since x. = x, , and a^t, = x. = x.) 
1 2 a ^ 1 , / ' 0 1 1 j ' 
q- l q 
as required. 
Case (iii), /<j-l, j = n. Now 
X. X. ...X. X. ...X. 
1 2 q-l q n 
= X. X. ...X. y a^ ...X. (from equations (1.2)) 
1 2 q- l n 
= X. X. ...(x. y ) a^ ...X, 
1, 1^ •• 1 1 m ' 2m 1 1 2 q- l n 
= X x^...x, , (x. y )x, ,...x ,a„ 
1 2 M W ,-^in ' /+1 n -1 2 m q- l 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= x x ^ . . . x _ (x. y )x,^,...x ,a^ , t (from equations (1.2)) 
1 2 M ^ 1 , - ' m ' /+1 n -1 2 m - l m ^ ^ \ ii 
q-l 
= X. x. ...(x. y )a ...x. t (by the inductive hypothesis) 
1 2 q-l n 
= X. X. ...X. (y a„ J.. ,x. t 
1. i„ 1 , "^^  m 2 i n - l ' I m. 1 2 q-l n 
= X. X. ...x. (y a„ „)...x. t (from equations (1.2)) 
1, i„ 1 , ^-^m-l 2 m - 2 ' i m ^ ^ \ // 
1 2 q-l n 
= X. X. ...(x. y J a„ „...x. t 
i , i„ ^ 1 ^ •' m - l ' 2in-2 i m 1 2 q- l n 
= X x„.. .x, , (x. y J x, ,...x , a„ „ t 
1 2 M ^ 1 , - ' m - l ' /+1 n - 1 2m-2 m q- l 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
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= X x^..,x, , {x. y J X. ...x ^ a ^ t , 
1 2 M W , - ' m - l ' /+1 n-1 2in-3 m-1 q-1 
(from equations (1.2)) 
= x^x .^..x^_^ (X. y j x^^ .^..x^_^ a^  t^  
q- l 
X. X. ...(x. y )a ...X. t (by the inductive hypothesis) 
^1 ^2 ^q-1 n 
X. X. ...X. (y a-)...x. t, 
1 2 q-l n 
= X. X. ,..x. %'--'^i ^i (from equations (1.2)) 
1^ 2^ ^q-1 n 
^^  x ^ x ^ . . . x , ^ X, X - . , . . . X -a_L, 1 2 M i , /+1 n-1 0 1 q-l 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X X ...X (from equations (1.2)), since i =n and i =/) 
as required. 
REMARK 2: A proof for the case (iii) could also be obtained 
from the proof for case (ii) above by making the following 
conventions : 
(a) the word x.^,...x =1; 
^ ' j+l n 
(b) b*;; = . . .=b/ ' = 1 and t'^ = t^ for k = 1, 2,...,m; 
(c) the vector 
(x^,x^.....,x. y^, x^^ ,^...,x a^ ^ b';;;,...,b/») 
q-l •* 
= ix^,x^,...,x. y^--,\,,,a^^.,) for k = 1, 2,....m; 
q-l 
and (x^,x X. y^_ ,^ x,^^,..., x a^ ^^ .^ , b;^;,...,b/)) 
q - l •> 
= (x^,X2,...,x. y^.,,:.,x^,,, a^j^J fo^ k = 1' 2,...,m and 
q-l 
where y„ = 1. 
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Case (iv), j+l</<n. We have 
X., X. ...X. = X. X. ...x. y a„ x. ...x. (From eq^ '^ 1.2)) 
2 n 1 2 q-1 q+1 n 
= wfx. ,x. ,,..,x. y , a. , x. ,...,x. ) 
V 1 , ' l o 1 1 m ' 2 i n ' 1 . 1 1 
1 2 q-1 q+1 n 
= w^ (x. ,x. ,...,x. y , a„ , X. ,..,,x. ) 
2 ^ 1 , ' 1^' ' 1 / m ' 2 m ' i . - ' ' i ' 1 2 q-1 q+1 n 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= x x„,..x. ,a„ x.^,...x, ,x. y x,^  ...x 
1 2 1-1 2m j+1 M 1 . • ' m I+l n 
•' •* q-1 
= x,x^.,.x. ,a^ ,t x.^,...x,, X. y x,,,...x 
1 2 j - 1 2 m - l m i+l M i . ' ' m /+1 n 
•* •• q-1 
(from equations (1.2)) 
, (m) , (m) 
= x x „ . . . x . a ^ , D . , . . . D.^, . , , t X. , . . . x , X. 1 2 J-1 2 m - l J+1 J-KH-i) m j+1 M i , 
•' •' q-1 
y x,^,...x (by Result 1.2.8 
' ' m I+l n ^ -' 
for some b '^^ '.^ ,^...,b* ;^_._ ,^eU 
and t' eS\U, since t eS\U) 
m m. ' 
^ 2 ^ ^ l ' ' ^ 2 ' * " ' \ l ' ^ 2 m - l ' j+1 '••• ' J+<H-i)' 
* m V l ' " ^ i / m ' ^ 2 + l ' - " ' ^ J q-1 
u^ (x ,^X2,...,x .^_j,a2^_ ,^b.^ j ,...,bj^,_j.i,,t'^x^.^^... 
X. y , x , ^ , , . . . , x ) 
1 , m ' / + 1 ' ' n ' q-1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (7) 
Now since the word u,(z, , z„,...,z ) contains z. z. as a 
1^ 1 2 n ' I 1 1 
q-1 q 
subword, the product (7) in S contains (x. y )a which 
equals (x. y )a (from equations (1.2)). Thus the product 
(7) above equals 
^ 1 i ^ i ' ^ 2 ' - " ' ^ j - l ' ^2m-2 ' °j+l ' • •• ' J+<H-l)' ^ m V l " * ^ ' - l 
\ , ^ m - l ' ^ / + 1 ' - ' ^ J q-1 
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X. y 1' X ,...,x ) (by the inductive hypothesis) 
, (m) - (m) 
= X x„,.,x. , a„ „ t)ui ••• t);^, : n t x.^,.. .x,, 
1 2 j - 1 2in-2 J+i J-K'-J-l) m j + 1 M 
X. y 1 X. , . . . x 
1 , • ' m - 1 J+1 n q-1 
= x x^...x. , a^ ^ t x.^,.. .x,, X. . y , x,^ ...x 
1 2 j -1 2m-2 m j+1 /-I iq-1 " 'm-l /+1 n 
(Since t^ = Kl-"KiH)^J 
= X x„,..x. , a„ ^ t , X. , . . .x , , X. y , x,^ ...x 
1 2 J-1 2in-3 m-1 j+1 M i , • 'm- l ?+l n 
•* •• q-1 
(from equations (1.2)) 
= X x„...x. , a, t, x . , , . . .x , , X. y, x, 
1 2 J-1 1 1 J+1 Z-l iq j^ • ' l I 
W-^'yl^l ^ J + 1 - V H ) S V 
= x^x X a^ b"^,:-^.^, t\ X ...x^., X. y^ x^^ .^..x^^ 
J •' q-1 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some h.^^,...,h.^j_._^^eU 
and t '^6S\U, Since t^6S\U) 
-H) ' ^ l ^ -+ l - -^ i 
q-
X 
j+1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (8) 
S^'^l' 2 ' " " ' \ l ' ^ l ' j+1'*"' W'- )' l'S +l*"'' / l ' ^1+1''"'\ 
•* •• q-1 
u (X ,...,x ,a , D.^i,...,D.^,_._i),t^x ... . y^, x^^^,...,xj 
q-1 
As u,(z .z^,...,z ) contains z. z. as a subword, the product 
q-1 q 
(8) in S c o n t a i n s (x. y J a , wh ich e q u a l s x. a (from 
^q-1 ^q- 1 
equations (1.2)). Thus the product (8) above equals 
.U) 1.(1) 
^ l ^ ' ^ l ' ' ^ 2 ' ' " ' ^ j - l ' %' ^ j+ i ' " - ' ^ j4<H- i ) ' * i ' ' ^ j+ i " ' ' ' ^ i ' ^l+V-'^J 
•' • ' q - 1 
S^^l'^2'---'^--r %' Oj+i>---.Dj4<H-l)' S Vl ' " ' ^ i , ' ^/+1'"*"'V 
•* •* q-1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= x x^...x. , a„ b . , ,,,b.^, .,, t / x. , . . .x , ,x . x,,.., .x 
1 2 J-1 0 J+1 J-K'-J-i) 1 j+1 Z-l 1 - /+1 n 
J J q-1 
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J •' q - l 
= X X ...X (since x. = x,, and x. = a.t, = x.) 
as required. 
Cases (v), j+1 = l. Now 
X. X. . . .X. 
1 2 n 
= X. X. ...X. y a^ ...X. (from equations (1.2)) 
1 2 q-l n 
= X. X. ... (x. y )a ...X. 
1 2 q-l n 
= x,x^...x. a„ (x. y )x, ,...x (by the inductive hypothesis; if 
1 2 1-1 2m ^ 1 .•'m' /+1 n ^ -^  -^ ^  
•> q - l 
/ = n, the product x^^^..,x^=l) 
= X x^...x. a„ ,t (x. y )x, ,...x (from eq^^' ;-.2)) 
1 2 j - l 2m-l m ^ i , - ' m ' l+l a ^ ^ " 
q-l 
= x x^...x. a„ , (t X. y ) x, ...x 
1 2 1-1 2m-l ^ m i / m ' /+1 n 
•* q-l 
= X. X. ...X. (t X. y )a„ x. ...x. 1, ID 1 » ^ m 1 , m' 2m-l i . , i 1 2 q-2 q-l q+1 n 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X. X. ...X. (t X. y J a„ ^x. ,.,x. 
1, 1^ 1 - * m 1 , m - 1 ' 2m-2 i , , i 1 2 q-2 q-l q+1 n 
(from equations (1.2)) 
= X x^...x. a^  „ (t X. y Jx,.,...x 
1 2 1-1 2m-2 ^ m i . -^m-l ' 1+1 n J q-l 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X x„...x. a^ ^(t ,x. y ,)x, ,...x 
1 2 1-1 2m-3^ m-1 i ^• 'm- l ' /+1 
-• q-l 
 
  
(from equations (1.2)) 
1^2-^j-l^ (V i / iK+l- '^n q-l 
= X. X. . . .x . (t X. y , ) a X. . . .x . 
1 2 q-2 q-l q+1 n 
(by t h e i n d u c t i v e h y p o t h e s i s ) 
= X. X. . . .x . (t X. )a X. ...X. (from e q u a t i o n s (1.2)) 
1 2 q-2 q-l q+1 n 
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= X x^...x. , a„ t x . x,^...x 
1 2 j - 1 0 W 1 - M + l n q-1 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X x ...x (from equations (1.2) and since i ^=H+1) 
as required. 
Finally, a proof in the remaining case (vi), namely 
when j+l</ and / = n, can be obtained from the proof for 
case (iv) above by making the following conventions : 
(a) the word x, ...x = 1; 
(b) the vector 
, (k) , (k) 
(x ,x ,...,x a , Dj+i,...,Dj ,^_j_i), tj^x ...Xj_^ X. y^ ,^ 
•' •* q - l 
= (x^,x^,...,x a^ _^^ , b;';;,...,b;::!,, f^x x .^^  x. y j 
•* •" q - l 
for k = 1, 2,...,m; 
(c) the vector 
. , (k) , (k) 
•' •' q - l 
x,^j,...,xj 
= (x^,x^,...,x a^j^,^' bl'J'-'bL'li' t ' k V i - V i ^ /k-i^ 
•* •' q - l 
for k=l,2,...,m and where yo=l. This complete the proof of 
the theorem 5.2. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for 
Dom (U,S) to satisfy any permutation identity that U satisfies 
and, thus, generalizes Result 1.2.10 from commutativity to 
any permutation identity. 
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5.3 COROLLARY; (to the proof of Theorem 5.2). 
Let U and S be any semigroups with U a subsemigroup 
of S. Let U satisfies a permutation identity (1). If for all 
S6S\U, s = as' for some aeU and s'eS, then Dom (U,S) also 
satisfies the permutation identity (1) satisfied by U. 
REMARK 3. Theorem 5.2 generalizes Result 1.2,10, which 
implied tha t commutativity is preserved under epis of 
semigroups. 
5.4 EXAMPLE; {[29], Example 8.5): This shows that the 
nontrivial permutaton identities other than commutativity are 
not carried over to dominions. 
Let F be the free semigroup on a countable infinite set 
A 
X = {x , X ,...}. Let U=<Y>, the subsemigroup of F generated 
by the set Y, where Y = U (x, ,^ x^ „, x^ „, x^ x^ A. 
•^ ' 11=0^  3n+l 3n+2' 3n+2' 3n+2 3n+3^ 
Put S = F /p and TT'^Up, where p is the congruence 
generated by the relation p which consists of the pairs 
(u,u^...u , u. u. ...u. ) with u.eU for j = 1, 2,...,n, and where 
i is a fixed nontrivial permutation of the set (1, 2,...,n} ^vith 
n>3. It is easy to see that for each n=0, 1, 2,. . . , (x 
^3n+2 ^3n+3^ psDom (u»S). Now we show that Dom {jj ,S) 
does not satisfy the permutation identity corresponding to 
the permutation i. 
To see this consider the product 
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(x x^x^)(x X x^).,.(x^ . , x , x^ ^A in F^. Since no n members 
W 2 3^^ 4 5 6 ' ^ 3n+l 3n+2 3n+3' X 
of U occur consecut ively in th i s word no e lementa ry p 
transit ion is possible from this base and hence Dom (u^S) 
does not satisfy the permuta t ion identity corresponding to 
the permutation i. 
5.5 SOME CONSEQUENCES OF PERMUTATION IDENTITIES; 
An identity P = Q is said to be implied by an identity 
P = Q if every semigroup satisfying P = Q also satisfies 
PrQr 
5.6 PROPOSITION; Let S be any semigroup satisfying (1) 
with n >3. 
(i) For each je{2, 3, . . . ,n} s u c h t h a t x. x. is no t a 
s u b w a r d of x. x. . . .x. , S also sa t is f ies the p e r m u t a t i o n 
identity 
h '2 'n 
x,x„...x. ,xy X....X = x,x„...x. ,yx x....x . 
1 2 j - 1 -' J n 1 2 j - l - ' J n 
(ii) If x^?tx. t h e n S a lso sa t i s f i es the p e r m u t a t i o n 
identity 
xyx^x^.-.x^ = yxx^x^.-x^. 
PROOF. Consider s \ a n d pu t XQ=1. Then S^ satisfies the 
condition that 
X„X,X„. . .X = X X . .. .X. 0 1 2 n 0 i2 1^ 
for all X , X ,...,x eS . Take any je{l,2,3,...,n} such that x. x. 
L A a. j - 1 J 
is not a subword of the word x x. x. ...x. (this enables u s 
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to prove both statements of the proposition simultaneously). 
Let ]• = i . Then i ,7M-1. Let i , = k. For convenience 
•J p p-i -^  p-i 
let us assume that k<j (the case when k>j can be dealt 
with entirely similarly to the case when k<j). Define 
and 
v(x^, X,, x^,...,x ) = x^x. X. ...X. . 
^ O' 1' 2' ' n' 0 1, i_ 1 
X ^ O. 
Now take any x , x ,...,x , x, yeS. Then 
X X x^...x. ,xyx. ...x = u(x„,x,,x„,...,x. ,x, yx.,...,x ) 
0 1 2 J-l J n. ^ 0' 1' 2 ' ' j-1 ' -' j ' ' n' 
= v(x„, X . x„,...,x. ,x yx.,...,x ) 
^ 0 ' l ' 2' ' j - l , j ' ' n' 
= V(XQ,X^,...,XJP^,...,X^._^X,X^,...,XJ 
(Since i , = k and i =j) 
^ p-i p *" 
= \i{x^,x^„..,x^,...,x._^x,x. x j 
= \i{x^,x^,...,x^,...,x..^, XX.,...,XJ 
— V ( X Q , X J ^ , . . . , X J ^ , . . . , X , XX , . . . ,X J 
= v(xQ,x^,...,Xj^,...,x^._^,yxXj,...,xJ 
(Since i , = k and i = j) 
^ p-i p •" 
= U(XQ,X^,...,X._^, yxx. x j 
= X X x^...x. ,yxx....x 
0 1 2 j-1-^ J n 
as required, proving both statements of the proposition. 
5.7 PERMUTATIVE SEMIGROUP; A semigroup S satisfying a 
non-trivial permutation identity will be called permutative 
semigroups. 
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Firs t we prove some usefu l facts a b o u t pe rmuta t ive 
semigroups. 
5 .8 PROPOSITION; ([47], P r epos i t i on 4.1) Let U be a 
permutat ive semigroup and S any semigroup containing U 
properly such that Dom (U,S) = S. Then for any x.yeS and 
s , teS\U, 
sxyt = syxt. 
PROOF. Since U is permutative, by Theorem 5.2, S is also 
permutative. Therefore, by proposition 5.6 there exist n and 
je{l, 2,...,n} such that S also satisj&es the following permutation 
identity 
X x„..,x. xyx....x = X x„...x. ,3^xx....x 
1 2 J-1 -^  J n 1 2 j - 1 ' ' J n 
(when j = l , we assume that the word x x ...x. is the empty 
word). 
Since, by Result 1.2.8 for all s , t eS \U we have s , teS^ 
for aU positive integers k, the result now follows. 
REMARK 4. Proposition 5.8 can also be proved by appealing 
to ([63], Theorem 1) and Theorem 5-.2. 
The proof of proposition 5.8 could be easily modified to 
give the following corollaries. In corollaries 5.10 and 5.11 
braketed statements are dual to the other statements. 
In result 5.9 to 5.14, U is £iny semigroup satisfying (1), 
and S is any semigroup containing U properly and such that 
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Dom (U,S) = S. 
5.9 COROLLARY; If (1) is nontrivial, then 
SXX^...X, t = SX. , X. ...X. t 
1 2 k j j ' j g j ^ 
for all s,t€S\U, x , x ,...,Xj^eS, and for any permutation j of 
the set (1, 2,...,k}. 
5.10 COROLLARY; If i, ;* 1 [i ^n], then 
1 ' n ^ 
xyt = yxt [sxy- = syx] 
for all x,yeS and t€S\U [S6S\U]. 
5.11 COROLLARY; if i,^l [i ^An], then 
X,X^...X, t = X. X. ...X. t [SX X„...X, = SX. X. ...X. ] , 
1 2 k Ji J2 Jk 1 2 k j j J2 j j ' 
for all x^, X ,...,Xj^eS, t e S \ U [S6S\U], and for any 
permutation j of the set {1, 2,...,k}. 
5.12 PROPOSITION; If i,?^! and either i ,?!:n-l or i ^^ n, then 
1 n-l n 
xyz = yxz' 
for all X, z € S and yeS\U. 
PROOF. Since yeS \U , we may let (1.2) be a zigzag of 
shortest possible length m over U with value y. Then 
xyz = xa^t^z (from equations (1.2)) 
= a^xt^z (by corollary 5.10, since i ^^ l^ and t 6S\U) 
= y^a^xt^z (from equations (1.2)) 
= y^xa^t^z (by coroUary 5.11 since i.?tl and t 6S\U) 
= y^xa^t^z (from equations (1.2)) 
= y a xt z (by corollary 5.11, since i T I^ and t^eS\U) 
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= y^a^xt^z y a^ xt z 
•^2 3 2 =...=-^m 2m-l m 
= y xa„ ,t z (by corollgiry 5.11, since i,=?il and 
•^m 2m-l m ^ -^  J ^ 2 
t eS\U) 
m 
= y xa z (from equations (1.2)) 
= y a xz (by proposition 5.6, if i ^^n-l and i =n 
since y eS* "^^ , otherwise by corollary 
5.11 since y^eS\U) 
= yxz (from equations (1.2)) 
as required. 
We give a corollary to proposition 5.12 and its dual, 
5.13 COROLLARY; If i^ ^^ l and i T^ n, then 
1 n 
s,s^s, = s. s. s. 
1 2 3 j j j2 jg 
for any s ,s ,s eS with one or more being in S\U, and for 
J. ^ o 
any permutation j of the set {1, 2, 3}. 
5.14 COROLLARY; If i,?il and either i ,9tn-l or i T^ n, then 
1 n- l n 
s s ....s. = s. s. ...s. s 
for any s ,s ,..,,s eS such that s €S\U for some q6{l, 2,..., 
1 2 K q , 
k-1} and for any permutation j of the set (1, 2,...,k-l}. 
PROOF. We have 
= ^ 1 ^ 2 - % - i V r - ^ k - i V k (^y proposition 5.12) 
= s. s. ...s. s. ...s. s s (where s =b., by coroUary 5.11) 
Jl ^2 Jj-l -"Z+I Jk-l ^ ^ ^ J/ 
= s. s. ...s. s s. ...s. s (by proposition 5.12) 
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= s. s. ...s. s 
as required. 
5.15 PROPOSITION; Let U and S be any semigroups with U 
a subsemigroup of S and such that Dom (U,S)=S. Take any 
deS\U. Let (1.2) be a zigzag of length m over U with value 
d with y eS \U (for example if the zigzag is of shortest 
possible length). If U satisfies any nontrivial permutation 
identity, then 
d^ = a ^ ^ 
0 1 
for any positive integer k, 
PROOF. We have 
(by corollary 5.9 since y , t. eS\U) 
a t^ ^ 
as required. 
In the following theorem we get a sufficient condition for 
£iny permutative variety to be saturated. 
5.16 THEOREM; ([47, Theorem 5.1): A permutative variety V 
is saturated if it admits an identity I such that 
(i) I is not a permutation identity, and 
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(ii) at least one side of I has no repeated variable. 
PROOF. To prove the theorem, we can assume without loss 
of generality, which we prove below, that I has the form 
^1^2-'^m = W(X^,X2,...,XJ (9) 
where Ix. I >1 for i = 1, 2,.,.,m, and |x. I , >2 for some 
je{l,2, . . . ,m) (recall that | x | , for any variable x, is the 
number of occurrences of the variable x in the word w). 
For if I is homotypical, as I is nonpermutative, I has to 
be of the form (9). So let us assume next that I is not 
homotypical. Then I has one of the following three forms : 
(i) X x^...x = f(x,,x^,...,x , X .,,...,x ,,) where f is some 
^ ' 1 2 m ^ 1 2 m m+1 m+k' 
word in the variables x ,x ,, such that k>0, and Ix.I >1, 
1 m+k ' 1 'f — 
i = 1, 2,...,m+k; 
(ii) xx^. . .x =f (x,,x^,...,x ) where f is some word in the 
^ ' 1 2 m ^ 1 2 m ' 
variables x ,...,x such that for some i, je{l, 2,,..,m}, and 
|x.|^=0 and |x. |^>l; 
(iii) X x^..,x = f(x,,...,x , X ^,,...,x ^,), k>0, where f is some 
^ ' 1 2 m ^ 1 m m+1' m+k' 
word in x , x >...,x^ j^^  such that for some ie{l,2,..,,m} |x.|=0, 
and Ix ,.|>1 for j = 1, 2,...,k. 
' m + j ' — *' J } } 
Now in case (i), by replacing the variables x ^,,...,x ^,, 
if necessary, by x. for some je{l, 2,...,m}, we immediately get 
an identity of the form (9). 
In case (ii), let J€{l,2,.,.,m} be such that x.0C(f) (the 
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content of f). Now by replacing the variable x. by x.^  we get 
that S satisfies the identity x,x„...x = x,...x. x.^x. ,...x 
1 2 m 1 J-1 J J+1 m 
(since the R.H.S. of I is independent of the choice of the 
variable x.) which is of the form (9) above. 
Finally in the last case we can get an identity of the 
form (9) simply by applying the techniques of the above two 
cases. 
To prove the theorem let u s now as sume to the 
contrary that aUeV such that U is not saturated. Therefore 
there exists a semigroup S containing U properly such that 
Dom (U,S)= S. 
5.17 LEMMA: For all aeU, x,y€S\U, and for some q > 2 
xay = xa'^y. 
PROOF. Since yeS\U, from Result 1.2.8, we have 
y = a,a„...a y 
for some y €S\U and a, ,a„,,..,a eU. Now 
•^m ^ 1' 2 ' m 
xay = xaa,a^..,a y 
= xa a ...{aa.)...a y (by corollary 5.9) 
= xw (a ,a ,...,aa.,...,a ) y (since U satisfies (9)) 
= xaV(a^,a2,...,a.,...,aJy^ (by corollary 5.9, 
where q = Ix. I >2) 
J W ~ ' 
= xa% a ...a y 
1 2, m m 
= xaV 
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as required. 
We give a corollary to the proof of Lemma 5.17. 
5.18 COROLLARY; For aU aeU, s,teS^ and x,y€S\U, 
xsaty = xsa^ty 
for some q > 2. 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 5.16, we take 
any deS \U, dnd let (1.2) be a zigzag for d of shortest 
possible length m over U. Then 
d = y^a^t^ 
= y^a^'^t^ (by Result 1.2.5 and Lemma 5.17) 
= y,a "^ "^ a t (from equations (1.2)) 
= y^a^a^^ '^H^ (by corollary 5.9) 
= yg^a^i^^^a ^^^°°^ equations (1.2)) 
= y2^i'^ '^ a3^2 (^y corollary 5.9) 
= y2^i'^'^^3'^t2 (by .corollary 5.18) 
y a,^-'a,^-\..a, .^"'a^ ,^t 
- ' m l 3 2m-3 2m.-l m 
y a/-^a,^-^..a, ^ '^^  a^ t 
• ' m l 3 2m.-1 2m-1 m 
y a, , a,^-^a,'i-\..a, J'-'a^ ^ ^ X ,t 
- 'm 2m-l 1 3 2m-3 2m- l 2m-l- m 
(by corollary 5.9) 
y ,a^ ^ a,a^...a^ ^w" a„ ,t 
- 'm- l 2m-2 1 3 2m-3 2m-l m 
(from equations (1.2) and by coroUary 5.9. 
where w" = a^ 'V^-^ .^a , -^^ ) 
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• ' 1 2 4 2in-2 1 2m-l m 
= y,a,a^a,...a^ ^Wa^ t (by corollary 5.9) 
•^  1 1 2 4 2ni-2 2m-l m ^ -^  J ; 
= a^a^a,...a„ „Wa„ eU, 
0 2 4 2m-2 2m ' 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The next theorem characterizes all permutative varieties 
which are saturated, and thus provides a generalization of 
Theorem 4.5 from commutative varieties to permutative 
varieties. 
5.19 THEOREM; ([47], Theorem 5.4): A permutative variety V 
is saturated if and only if it admits an identity I such that 
(i) I is not a permutation identity, £ind 
(ii) at least one side of I has no repeated variable. 
PROOF. The If statement' of the theorem foUows from Theorem 
5.16. So it remains only to show that any sa tura ted 
permutative variety V has to admit an identity I of the above 
form. Now take any saturated permutative variety V, and 
suppose that V does not admit any identity I of the above 
form. Therefore all the identities of V are either permutation 
identities or of the type whose both sides have repeated 
variables. Since the semigroup U of [21] is commutative, it 
satisfies aU identities of V by ([21], Lemma 3), whence UeV. As 
U is not saturated, V can't be saturated, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of the theorem, 
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REMARK 5. P.M. Higgins has shown with a different 
technique ([20], Corollary to Theorem 19) that if a variety V 
admits an identity of the form given in the statement of 
Theorem 5.19 and a permutation identity (1) such that i^ ?^! 
and i ^^ n, then V is saturated. 
n 
In the following theorems, we find sufficient conditions 
on a homotypical identity to ensure that any semigroup 
satisfying it is saturated. We prove that a semigroup variety 
admitting an identity of the forms 
(I) x^x^.-.x^ = y(x^,X2,...,x._^, x.^,,...,xjx. 
with jVn, and which is not a permutation identity. 
or 
(II) x x^...x = f(x .x^,...,x ) for some word f in the variables 
^ ' 1 2 n ^ l ' 2' ' n' 
X , X ,...,x which is not a permutation identity, such that 
there are vriables x.^ tx. with Ix. L = Ix. I =1 
1 J ' I ' f j ' f 
such that x.x. is a subword of f and j^^i+l is saturated. 
5 .20 HOMOTYPICAL VARIETY; A variety V is called 
homotypical variety if it does not admit any heterotypical 
identity. 
5 .21 THEOREM; ([43], Theorem 3.4) Let V be any 
homotypical variety admitting an identity of the form 
with jVn (or dually, of the form 
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Then V admits the permutation identity 
x,x„...x.xyx.^,...x = X x^..,x.yxx.^,...x . (11) 
1 2 J -^  j+l n 1 2 J*' j+1 n ^ ' 
PROOF. To show that V admits (11), we need to show that 
every UeV satisfies (11). For this take any UeV and any 
X, y , x^, X2 , . . . , x^eU. 
Now 
X x„,..x.xyx. ...X 
1 2 J -^  J+1 n 
= x^X2...(x.x) (yx.^,)...x^ 
= g(x^,X2,...,x.^,yx.^^,...,xJ(x.x) 
(Since U satisfies (10)) 
= x^X2...x.(yx.^J...x^x (Since U satisfies (10)) 
= x^x^...(x.y)x.^^...x^x 
= g(x^,x^,...,x._^, x.^^,...,xj (x.y)x 
(Since U satisfies (10)) 
= g (x^,X2,...,x.^,x.^j,...,xJ (x.yx) 
= x^x^.-.x.yxx.^^.-.x^ (Since U satisfies (10)) 
as required. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for a 
homotypical variety to be saturated and foUows directly from 
Theorem 5.16 and Theorem 5.21. 
5 .22 COROLLARY: Let V be any homotypical variety 
admitting an identity of the form 
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X X . . .X = g ( x , , X „ , . , . , X . , ,X . ,, .->X )X. 1 2 n ° W 2 ' ' j - 1 ' j + 1 ' ' n ' J 
with jVn, and which is not a permutation identity. Then V is 
saturated. 
REMARK 6. If j = n, then the variety V in the corollary 
5.22 is not necessarily saturated. For example, not aU bands 
are saturated ([24], Corollary 4). P.M. Higgins ([20], Theorem 
16) has shown a related result, namely that if a variety V 
admits a homotypical identity of the form 
X X^.. .X = f f x . X^, . . , ,X ) 1 2 n ^ l ' 2 ' ' n ' 
which is not a permutation identity and is such that f 
ne i ther begins with x, nor ends with x , then V is 
° 1 n 
saturated. 
5 .23 THEOREM; ([48], Theorem 3.1): Let V be any 
semigroup variety V admitting a homotypical identity 
I : X x„...x = f(x,, x„,...,x ) (12) 
1 2 n ^ 1' 2 ' ' n ' ^ ' 
for some word f in the variables x,, x„,...,x . If I is such 
1 2 n 
that 
(i) I is not a permutation identity, and 
(ii) there are variables x. T^  X. with Ix.j, = |x.j =1 such that \ I ^ j ' I ' f ' j ' f 
x.x. is a subword f and j^^i+l. <Then V is saturated. 
PROOF. By Theorem 5.16, it is sufficient to show that V is 
permutative. This we do by showing that every member of V 
satisfies some fixed permutation identity. For this take any 
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UeV. 
Case (i), i<j. By condition (ii) of the hypotheses, let 
f(x^, X2,...,xJ = gi(x)x.x.g2(x) (13) 
where x=(x^, x^,...,x^_^,x.^^^,...,x..^, x.^^,...,xj and g^.g^ are 
some words. 
Take any x, y, x , x ,...,x eU. Then 
X x^...x.xyx. ,...x 
1 2 i -^  i+1 n 
= f(x ,x ,...,x.x,yx.^ ,...,x ) (Since U satisfies eq*^ " (12)) 
= gi(x(y)) (x.x)x .^g2(x(y)) (from equation (13), where 
x(b)= (x^,X2,...,x.^,bx.^^,...,x^_^, x.^^,...,xj for any beU) 
= gi(x(y)) x.(xx.)g2(x(y)) 
= f(x ,...,x.,yx.^ ,...,xx.,...,x ) (from equation (12) since jVi+1) 
= x X ,.,x.yx.^^...xx....x^ (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= f(x ,x ,...,x.y,x.^ ,...,xx.,...,x ) (since U satisfies eq*^ " (12)) 
= gi(x)(x.y)) (xx.)g2(x) (from equation (13) 
= gi(x) (x.yx)x.g2(x) 
= f(x^,X2,...,x.yx,x.^^,...,xJ (from equation (13)) 
= x X ...x.yxx.^ ...X (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
whence U satisfies the permutation identity 
1 2 11+2 1 2 1 1 + 2 i+1 i+3 a+2 
Hence U is permutative. 
Case (ii), j<i, By the condition (ii) of the hypotheses, let 
f(x ,^ X2,...,xJ = h^(x)x.x.h2(x) (14) 
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where x = {x^,x^,...,x._^, x.^^,...,x._^, x.^^,...,xj and h^, h^, 
are some words. 
Take any x, y, x^x^,,..,x^eU. 
Case (ii) (a), j = 1. Now 
xyx x ...X = xf{yx ,x ,.,.,x ) (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= xh^(x)x. (yx^)h2(x) (from equation (14)) 
= x h j x ) (x.y)x^h2(x) 
= xf(x^,X2,...,x.y,...,xJ (from equation (14)) 
= XX x „ , . . , , x.y. . .x 
1 2 ' ' I-' n 
(since U satisfies equation(12)) 
= f(xx^,X2,...,x.y,...,xJ 
(since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= h^(x)(x.y)(xXj)h2(x) (from equation (14)) 
= h^ (x)x. (yxx^)h2(x) 
= f(yxx , X ,...,x ) (from equation (14)) 
= yxx x .,.x (since U satisfies equation (12)). 
Thus U satisfies the permutation identity 
1 2 n+2 2 1 3 n+2' 
and so U is permutative. 
Case (ii) (b), l<j<n. Now 
X x^...x. xyx..,.x 
1 2 j - 1 -^  J n 
= f(x^,X2,...,x. ^x,yx.,...,x ) (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= lii(x(x))x.(yx.)h2(x(x)) (from equation (14), where 
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x(b)= (x^,...,x._^b, x.^^,...,x._^,x.^^,...,xj (for any beU) 
= \ (x(x))(x.y)x.h2(x(x)) 
= f(x^,...,x^._^x,x^.,...,x.y,...,xj (from equation (14)) 
= x^X2...x.^xx....x.y...x^ (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= f(x^,X2,...,x._^xx.,...,x.y,...,xJ 
(since U satisfies equation (12)) 
= \ (x)(x.y)(xx.)h2(x) (from equation (14)) 
= f(x^,X2,...,yxx.,...,xJ (from equation (14)) 
= x^X2...x.^yxx....x^ (since U satisfies equation (12)) 
So, U satisfies the permutation identity 
X X ^ . . . X ^ = X , X ^ . . , X . X. X.X. ^ . . . X „ 
1 2 n+2 1 2 j - 1 j+1 J j+2 11+2 
and, hence, U is permutative. Thus the proof of the theorem 
is completed. 
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